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CNN reporter Randi Kaye visited my home unannounced, then tracked me down as I bicycled

around my home town in August 2021. Her purpose was to publish a hit piece further labeling me

as a "super-spreader of COVID-19 misinformation,"  based primarily on the opinions of foreign

agent Imran Ahmed, founding CEO Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH),  which is a recently

spun up front group funded by dark money.

After that story aired, she again contacted me, this time via email, to request an interview

regarding my latest book, "The Truth About COVID-19: Exposing The Great Reset, Lockdowns,

Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal." Interview questions were provided via email, as were my

responses. CNN ran this new story October 4, 2021.

In the interest of transparency, below I'll post the email exchange so you can read my response to

her questions Yrsthand. You can tell from the leading questions that this "story" isn't true

journalism but rather another hit piece manipulated to Yt a preformed agenda.

CNN Interview Request for My Latest Book

August 26, 2021, Kaye emailed, "Here are the questions we would like answered about Dr.

Mercola's new book. We would welcome responses by 5pm tomorrow, please." The questions,

which are clearly accusatory, are as follows:

"You say in your book that "A large amount of data strongly suggests the COVID - 19

vaccine may be completely unnecessary, which means the global population is being

bamboozled into participating in a dangerous and unprecedented experiment for no good

reason whatsoever." Can you please point us to that data that suggests the covid vaccines

are unnecessary or dangerous?

You say in your book that "vaccine trials are rigged." What proof do you have of that?

Which trials? How many? Who rigged them and for what purpose?

You say in your book, "Common sense dictates that if the vaccines cannot prevent or

reduce infection and transmission, hospitalization, or death, then they cannot possibly

end the pandemic." And that "There's no telling whether they will ultimately prevent

hospitalizations and deaths."

Can you please provide us with the source and support for your statements since the CDC

says vaccines are nearly 100% effective at preventing severe disease and death and

greatly reduce infection.

How do you explain statements from hospitals and government oNcials that nearly all

those who are getting sick and dying now are the unvaccinated?

Do you feel responsible for the spread of misinformation by writing a book full of

conspiracy theories and false claims?

What were you paid for this book deal by the publisher?

Are you donating 100% of the earnings from your book?

If so, to which organization? Are you concerned this book will cost people their lives?"

My Response to CNN

Media organizations contact Mercola.com regularly, sometimes to challenge us on the

researched, fact-checked articles we post for our readers. In CNN's case, the information they

were seeking was directly related to my book, which was the No. 1 best seller in all categories for

four straight days with thousands of Yve-star ratings.

Much like the information on Mercola.com, the information in my book is thoroughly referenced,

but Kaye, ironically, engaged in the dissemination of misinformation herself by describing my

book as being "full of conspiracy theories and false claims." My response to her questions follows:

"Many studies and other literature offer support for my position in answering several of

your questions, which are combined since they can be answered with the same literature.

Here are the important points that drive my book:

The vaccines are just 39% effective and waning, and the CDC's Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices has now advised booster doses to the mRNA vaccines in

immunocompromised persons. CDC's goal is to begin offering booster doses to everyone

else beginning this fall.

Additionally, breakthrough infections among fully vaccinated persons are becoming more

and more prevalent around the world. Evidence is beginning to mount that people with

breakthrough infections can spread the Delta variant more easily.

Most recently, researchers in Israel report that fully vaccinated persons are up to 13 times

more likely to get infected than those who have had a natural COVID infection.

As explained by ScienceMag: The study "found in two analyses that people who were

vaccinated in January and February were, in June, July and the [rst half of August, six to

13 times more likely to get infected than unvaccinated people who were previously

infected with the coronavirus.

In one analysis, comparing more than 32,000 people in the health system, the risk of

developing symptomatic COVID-19 was 27 times higher among the vaccinated, and the

risk of hospitalization eight times higher."

The study also said that, while vaccinated persons who also had natural infection did

appear to have additional protection against the Delta variant, the vaccinated were still at

a greater risk for COVID-19-related-hospitalizations compared to those without the

vaccine, but who were previously infected.

Vaccinees who hadn't had a natural infection also had a 5.96-fold increased risk for

breakthrough infection and a 7.13-fold increased risk for symptomatic disease.

"This study demonstrated that natural immunity confers longer lasting and stronger

protection against infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by the Delta

variant of SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity,"

study authors said.

A majority of gravely ill patients in Israel are double vaccinated.  A majority of deaths

over 50 in England are also double vaccinated.  Also, mass vaccination of the population

with the highly mutating coronavirus will only evolve perfectly vaccine-resistant strains of

the virus."

Injection Trials Included COVID-19 Infections as Successes

The next part of my response focused more speciYcally on the vaccine trials, which were

problematic from the start since they did not include prevention of infection as an endpoint.

Instead, all study endpoints required infection with SARS-CoV-2, and "successes" included

subjects with conYrmed COVID-19 cases. The difference measured wasn't whether or not the

vaccines prevented COVID-19 but whether, and how, they modiYed symptoms among those

infected.

Also problematic is the unblinding of the vaccine trials, which means the placebo groups were

removed. As medical investigative journalist Jeanne Lenzer wrote in the BMJ, "The data are now

likely to be scanty and less reliable given that the trials are effectively being unblinded."  This is

the next section of my response to Kaye:

"Regarding the vaccine trials: The vaccine trials were designed speci[cally to succeed for

pro[t. The public health authorities and media like CNN are utilizing fear of the virus to

induce psychological stress that promotes obedience and servitude.

Additionally, proof that the trials are "rigged" can be shown by virtue of the fact that

they've done away with the control groups — who were getting a placebo but who were

then offered the vaccine, which virtually does away with the ability to compare adverse

reactions including deaths. P[zer's own vaccine insert for Comirnaty admits that the

control group hasn't existed since December 2020:

Section 6.1 — "Upon issuance of the Emergency Use Authorization (December 11, 2020)

for COMIRNATY, participants were unblinded to offer placebo participants COMIRNATY.

Participants were unblinded in a phased manner over a period of months to offer placebo

participants COMIRNATY."

NPR has noted that removing the placebo groups from vaccine trials will prevent accurate

data from long-term studies from being known.

Additionally, the CDC is being dishonest by utilizing data from the beginning of this year

when the vaccine campaign had just been initiated to coneate their claim. They are using

data that were scant early in the year because so few were vaccinated, as opposed to

using current information.

Proceeding with the FDA approval of Comirnaty this week was unprecedented. No other

vaccine has ever received approval this fast — and without public comment being allowed

through ACIP [the CDC's Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices] or VRBPAC [the

FDA's Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee] before approval was

issued.

The approval is unconscionable because over 600,000 adverse reactions and 6,000

deaths [now over 14,500 deaths ] have been reported in the U.S. to VAERS. A majority of

these reports are [led by medical professionals.

This shows that the safety of these vaccines is not proven. Besides, the experiments are

continuing through 2027 as the FDA APPROVAL requires P[zer to submit study results

analyzing risk of myocarditis and pericarditis, and risk to long-term infant development in

pregnant women. Study results will be submitted to the FDA for review on Oct 31, 2025

and May 31, 2027 respectively."

Lifesaving Information That CNN Won't Share

CNN and other media outlets have the power to share lifesaving information that could turn the

pandemic around and save lives in the process — but they won't. Instead, the media are ignoring

the basics of healthy immune function and the importance of early COVID-19 treatment to

continue to push the narrative that the only solution is to get an injection.

The last part of my response to Kaye includes empowering steps that virtually everyone can take

to support their health and reduce their risk of infectious disease. This includes having supplies

from the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC) I-MASK+ protocol on hand in

the event you do get COVID-19.

FLCCC's I-MASK+ protocol can be downloaded in full,  giving you step-by-step instructions on

how to prevent and treat the early symptoms of COVID-19. FLCCC also has protocols for at-home

prevention and early treatment, called I-MASS, which involves ivermectin, vitamin D3, a

multivitamin and a digital thermometer to watch your body temperature in the prevention phase

and ivermectin, melatonin, aspirin and antiseptic mouthwash for early at-home treatment.

I also recommend getting a nebulizer, and the moment you feel a snife or something coming on,

use nebulized hydrogen peroxide. Having a pulse oximeter on hand is also wise, as it's a

noninvasive way to measure the oxygen levels in your blood, allowing you to monitor your levels

and help gauge whether a trip to the ER is truly in order.

As I told Kaye, taking control of your health continues to be the "secret" that I strive to share with

the masses. The remainder of my response to CNN follows:

"I am donating all proceeds to the National Vaccine Information Center. I encourage every

person to fully educate themselves to make individual decisions about medical risk-taking

by talking with their personal physician and comparing the risks and bene[ts to make an

informed decision that includes all the information on how these vaccines are working (or

not working) and what all the possible side effects may be.

This pandemic is a direct reeection of the health of our population: 95% of COVID deaths

have multiple comorbidities. Obesity, vitamin D de[ciency and metabolic dysfunction are

at the core of this pandemic and can be resolved by taking control of your health by

following science-based dietary and lifestyle recommendations.

Since building up your health can't be done overnight, what you can do beginning right

now is avoid linoleic acid, check to ensure your vitamin D levels are above 40ng/ml,

exercise, get fresh air and proper sun exposure, and restrict your eating window to a 6- to

8-hour time frame each day.

If you do get COVID-19, early treatment is crucial. Follow the Front Line Critical Care

Alliance iMASK+ or MATH+ treatment protocols."

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,250 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Robert F Kennedy Jr, in the following interview, says that in the 15 years he's been investigating vaccination, he's never had a single
journalist actually cite a single scientiYc article to back up their claims in support of vaccination.  Kennedy says he knows of plenty of
studies that come to positive conclusions (e.g. MMR vaccine doesn't cause autism) and that he knows where the laws and fraud exist in
each; but, journalists will not even cite these fraudulent studies that would seem to support their position.  

They simply appeal to authority: e.g.  the CDC say this or that.  The proper posture of journalism towards corporate or governmental power
is one of Yerce scrutiny, Kennedy says, but  "Anderson Cooper is sponsored by PYzer.  Erin Burnett is sponsored by PYzer.  Lestor Holt, on
NBC, is sponsored by Merck...  Television hosts are acting almost like pharmaceutical reps." The death of journalism is a main pillar of the
scamdemic and the death of democracy. www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes, David, misinformation and manipulation, everything is organized and structured from power. Journalists cannot afford to "bite
the hand that feeds them." Sharyl Attkisson is an award-winning investigative journalist with uncompromising integrity. “Slanted:
How the News Media Taught Us to Love Censorship and Hate Journalism,” Sharyl Attkisson addresses one of the most pressing
issues of our time: media bias and the deterioration of objective journalism. In this, her third book, she tackles one of the most
pressing issues of our time: media bias and the deterioration of objective journalism, a subject on which she has Yrst-hand
experience.

A former CNN and CBS News anchor, Attkisson now produces her own Sunday TV news show, "Full Measure," as well as two
podcasts: "Full Measure After Hours" and "The Sharyl Attkisson Podcast," in which she covers the types of stories that the
mainstream news no longer touches. In terms of health, COVID-19 reporting has taken censorship and media manipulation to
brand-new heights. All social media platforms are openly censoring dissenting views about the virus, particularly its origin and
treatment.

Even lauded doctors and scientists have been axed for speaking against the desired narrative dictated by the World Health
Organization. The reason is simple. They cannot afford to "bite the hand that feeds them." If an advertiser does not want the public to
know about a particular Ynding, all he has to do to inluence the reports is to threaten to remove his advertising, which will hurt the
results of the media company. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/slanted-sharyl-attkisson-censorshi..
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A great initiative to get a closer look at what the FDA and CDC are hiding about the true risks of the vaccine. Investigative journalist
Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website. Some of
the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder, decreased immunity, Bell's palsy,
antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), cardiac disorders, Guillain-Barre autoimmune palsy, Graves disease, and blood clots. , all
derived from injections. sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (September 12, 2021)
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The heroes who gave their lives Yghting for their country did not condition their dedication to receiving the consideration of high
fees in money and returns. If journalism dies it is because journalists are not willing to work for free, as we are doing here without
going any further. It may seem brutal. It is. But if in a circumstance like this they are not willing, they are not up to the task, leave
their place to someone else. But do not betray. There are already many doing that. They will always be able to earn a living with a
massive gastronomic venture.
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These three responses to CNN can deYne Dr. Mercola science and generosity: "This study demonstrated that natural immunity
confers longer lasting and stronger protection against infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by the Delta
variant of SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity," study authors said. "Regarding the vaccine
trials: The vaccine trials were designed speciYcally to succeed for proYt. The public health authorities and media like CNN are
utilizing fear of the virus to induce psychological stress that promotes obedience and servitude.

"I am donating all proceeds to the National Vaccine Information Center. I encourage every person to fully educate themselves to
make individual decisions about medical risk-taking by talking with their personal physician and comparing the risks and beneYts to
make an informed decision that includes all the information on how these vaccines are working (or not working) and what all the
possible side effects may be.
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“WE ONLY LET PEOPLE ON THE AIR…WHO TAKE THE BAIT” – CNN DIRECTOR SAYS MORE OF THE QUIET THINGS OUT LOUD TO
PROJECT VERITAS. Project Veritas released the second installment of a new #ExposeCNN series today, featuring Technical Director
Charlie Chester – who described how the network uses “manipulation” to shape public opinion and garner higher ratings. “Any
reporter on CNN — what they’re actually doing is they’re telling the person what to say… It’s always like leading them in a direction
before they even open their mouths. The only people that we [CNN] will let on the air, for the most part, are people that have a proven
track record of taking the bait,” Chester explained.

“It’s fear. Fear really drives numbers – [TV ratings],” Chester said. “Fear is the thing that keeps you tuned in.” Chester said Jeff Zucker
– the network’s president –- would call the CNN newsroom during live TV segments and order the staff to keep COVID death tolls on
the screen to capture viewers’ attention. More details in the link, which includes a video.
therightscoop.com/we-only-let-people-on-the-air-who-take-the-bait-cnn-..
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Pharmaceutical companies and the lawyers they hire are ruthless entities - I speak from personal experience.
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PYzer paid Trump 1 million too.  blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/23/trump-did-tell-rfk-jr-to-investigat..
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Darzoum, There's nothing new under the sun apparently, this sht has been going on for a long time:
www.le.ac.uk/lahs/downloads/1967-68/1967-68%20%2843%29%2035-44%20Ross...
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Another great post, David! "Appealing to Authority" can be found in psychological texts, under the heading "Manipulations"! How do I
know this; considering my "limited" education? I learned inYnitely more, after I left the educational system, than I ever did in "school".
You and I both know who the mainstream media works for; and as George Carlin would say: "It ain't us"! Their "truths" are all bought
and paid for! I always believed that "conlicts of interest" were illegal...silly me!

Gui; can you explain to me how privately owned and funded, unelected bodies, such as WHO, UN, WEF... get to control all of humanity
and decide our fate?

anmael: The truth is that military personnel, have never "fought for their country". They are Yghting for the Military Industrial
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CNN Demands Amazon Ban My Book
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

CNN reporter Randi Kaye contacted me to request an interview regarding my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19”)

You can tell from the leading questions that this “story” isn’t true journalism but rather another hit piece manipulated to Yt a preformed agenda)

In the interest of transparency, I posted the email exchange so you can read my responses to CNN’s accusatory questions Yrsthand)

CNN and other media outlets have the power to share lifesaving information that could turn the pandemic around and save lives in the process

— but they won’t; instead, the media are ignoring the basics of healthy immune function and the importance of early COVID-19 treatment to

continue to push the narrative that the only solution is to get an injection
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anmael: The truth is that military personnel, have never "fought for their country". They are Yghting for the Military Industrial
Complex; that couldn't care less, whether they live or die. To narrow that down even further; wars are about Money, Power and
Control with the global banksters pulling the strings. They have funded both sides of every war ever fought! Soldiers are expendable.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, evidence shows that just about all "vaccines" caused more harm than good. The result (a lot of sick and dead people)
accumulates, when one considers the fact that the pseudo-medical juggernaut have been keeping inventing illnesses for
environmental damages/poisonings for a hundred years.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A great job Doc, exposing the stacked deck used by  "Television hosts acting almost like pharmaceutical reps." Unfortunately, they
are. Ever seen the clip loating around where dozens of news outlets run the same predigested slop & then regurgitate it? It would be
hysterical if not so tragic. Same copy repeated one after another, same jokes or references at the same place, nearly always in the
same way. Eerie when laid out one after another, talking head lemmings marching along and off the same cliff. Keep telling the truth
Doc & all, then watch the rats go scurry to their holes!

(Randyfast; "When I think back on all the crap I learned in Highschool, it's a wonder I can think at all, although my lack of education
hasn't hurt me none, I can read the writing on the wall...Just saying.)
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we talk about manipulation ... here is the daily sample, just arrived by email, so as not to forget that these demons "don't sleep", or
better yet ... that they sleep "curled up", and show, with facts, that they too we are (increasingly) awake and we are multitudes
growing like yeast ... m.thebl.com/us-news/gofundme-cancels-grieving-fathers-fundraiser-for-s..  ~
eltorotv.com/programas/dando-cana/fonseca-el-colegio-de-medicos-portug..
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time was when we couldn’t stop journalists blabbing the truth about the high and mighty. I wonder if some of them would be
interested in the following: yesterday  I listened to the account of an 82 year old who was a baby when her parents escaped the
Holocaust during the Second World War, arriving in England by fair means or foul to save their own lives by escaping the Nazi peril.  I
would love to have asked her opinion of the following letter to be sent to the European Medicines Agency following the FDA’s
decision to “grant full approval to new batches of PYzer COVID-19 vaccines.

The holocaust survivors charge authorities with failing to adequately inform populations of vaccine risks, violating the right to free
informed consent under the Nuremberg Code. The COVID-19 vaccines currently hold Conditional Marketing Authorisation in Europe
and will remain in Phase 3 clinical trials until 2023.” The organisation promoting her talk is very accepting of the o{cial narrative and
previous attempts to  alert its members  to the 2021 version of the holocaust by writing articles in their journal about the importance
of vitamin D for example were met with hostility as the science was “not supported by social media” sources, so publication was
refused.  I may still try to contact her through the organisation and confront her with the truth of the renewed Nazi agenda she
escaped from so bravely. doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Stop-Holocaust_EMA...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Ryan Cole, a board certiYed pathologist and owner and operator of an Idaho-based diagnostic laboratory, has released shocking
new information on how coronavirus “vaccines” are causing a massive “spike” in autoimmune diseases and Cancer. ‘20 TIMES
INCREASE’ OF CANCER IN VACCINATED PATIENTS www.lifesitenews.com/news/idaho-doctor-reports-a-20-times-increase-of-..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, the phrase used is "our experts" say this or that. This was used effectively(?) by Dr. Fauci in his now-infamous Senate
Committee go-round with Rand Paul over GOF research in Wuhan. Trouble is, when others know what to look out for, this can
backYre tremendously, as it did AFTER that exchange. From what I've seen, the best, maybe the only way(?) to combat this kind of
attack is by using ridicule. Laughing at lack of detail being conveyed, pointing out inability to quote sources, magnifying the
superYciality or any research. Not responding may be the best legal footing, then saving all their outrageous claims for a later
date...and their time will come, for sure.

Reports of high number of vaxxed in Gibraltar, UK and Israel. UK is at about 80% - All these countries have large increases of fully
vaxxed in ICU beds, especially Gibraltar. Sorry, no longer remember where these numbers were recently presented. However, we only
need to wait several weeks, as the US is running about 3 or 4 weeks behind these countries.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Television hosts are acting almost like pharmaceutical reps." While the majority of doctors have turned into legalized drug pushers
for Pharma.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"PYzer paid Trump 1 million too.  blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/23/trump-did-tell-rfk-jr-to-investigat.." That's why this crime is
not a political issue because just about all politicians have their hands in the Pharma cookie jar.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo, Sharyl Attkisson has a long history going up against medical fraud.  Here’s a review of her exposure of the swine lu, by
Jon Rapporport: blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/16/heres-what-sharyl-attkisson-told-me..  Also, yes, true about Dr. Mercola.
 CNN needs to be regarded as a hostile entity, the enemy of any state it operates in.  Project Veritas has done some good work,
including introducing Zack Vorhies, Google whistleblower, to the wider public.

anmael, good point… these so-called journalists are no more interested in exposing the truth than fauci or gates have a burning
passion for health.

sai73451, if only you were the only one!

que1888, even now, Trump talks up the vaccine; his ego is wrapped up in his “warp speed” legacy.

bee70578, I knew an anti-vaccination movement preceded covid, but I didn’t know it went back that far.  Thanks for the link.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, great points.  When schooling is indoctrination, its effects must be shaken-off so we can begin to see clearly… the beginning
of education.  These days, a close examination of every major category of activity, whether politics, journalism, law, schooling,
health, entertainments/arts, etc. reveals deep, systemic corruption.  The honorable practitioners are easy to Ynd—they are the ones
being prosecuted.

Astonished, when disease is your “business partner,” how much good could come of that?

juststeve, those “synchronized new-script readers” videos should have already been the death of fake journalism.  Only cognitive
dissonance would allow someone to see that and then still go to those sources for “authoritative” reporting.

anmael, I heard about that GoFundMe story… shameful.

Katy69, thanks for the link to that powerful document.

Guillermo, those are shocking Yndings by Dr. Cole.

Rose, yes, I remember that “experts up and down the line” line by fauci.  I absolutely agree about laughter… the devil is a proud spirit
which cannot endure to be mocked.

har1272, agreed that the left/right puppet show is a divide-and-conquer psyop… similar to Randy’s point that the international
bankster class will fund both sides of a war.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, I have  had MS for well over 20 years... luckily, have never taken any pharma and only suffer from numb/cold hands and feet.  I
eat & supplement well. :-)  Reading all the adverse effects and damages of the graphene/clot shot, it is cruel that they do NOT give
me an exemption... MS Yts into the adverse categories as well. Sticking toxins in me that create what I already suffer from is
incredibly disconcerting. Doctors are threatened and bribed not to write exemptions not to mention Ynancially rewarded for each
shot.

I WILL NOT take this weapon...it is way too risky for everyone... let alone those already experiencing auto immune issues.  I am not
sure what else they can do to threaten us.  Passports are in place. I am part of a world wide control group which will be sending me
my card soon..  vaccontrolgroup.com (Dr. Yeadon is also a member..) I recall, about two years ago, the UBC MS Clinic sent an email
advising not to get lu shots....odd how I NEVER received and email like that about this one....  What this agenda is is so obvious it is
mind blowing that not everyone can see.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear chiamiller, a decision based on the knowledge of the truth is always the best decision. Surely you know that one of the fathers
of the Paleo Diet, Dr. Seignalet treats autoimmune diseases in his magniYcent book on food as medicine (2001). Increased intestinal
permeability has its origin in food and other environmental factors such as pollution, pesticides, alcohol, tobacco, antibiotics, stress,
etc., causing intestinal dysbiosis, associated inlammatory diseases, (celiac disease, Crohn's disease, etc.) and chronic and
degenerative diseases.

This increase in intestinal permeability causes local and systemic inlammation, due to the passage of chemical substances
(proteins), germs, in the bloodstream, which activate the immune system, through the generation of speciYc antibodies, which cause
inlammatory reactions to the proteins in our body. body, due to their similarity, causing certain autoimmune diseases, such as
arthritis, which can be favored by genetic predispositions. The restoration of the intestinal barrier, through epigenetic control: stress,
diet, pollution, exercise and other lifestyle habits are essential. Seignalet advised organic foods, 70% raw food, probiotics, avoiding
processed dairy, gluten and few grains such as quinoa and rice, etc., treating more than 3000 patients with remarkable success.

1. Inlammation and autoimmunity reside in the intestinal mucosa, years before the onset of detectable joint inlammation, which
causes rheumatoid arthritis.    2. Autoimmune diseases and celiac disease share clinical, epidemiological, serological,
environmental, genetic, and dysbiotic manifestations associated with intestinal permeability.  
 www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1568997215001561
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More than 23 million people living with an autoimmune disease today in the US alone.Because they involve the immune system that
essentially attacks the tissues and cells in a person's body, they are notoriously di{cult to treat. This article also discusses the
importance of intestinal health. As you know, Dr. Mercola has also informed this fundamental aspect and the importance of vitamin
D. Scientists have discovered that an antioxidant that Yghts autoimmune diseases, glutathione, could be the key to keeping these
types of diseases under control. www.naturalhealth365.com/autoimmune-nutrition-news-2651.html  

The American Journal of Chinese Medicine, researchers at Jeju National University in South Korea continued their research on the
therapeutic ability of an acidic polysaccharide found in P. ginseng (APG). They tested this compound in a murine model that closely
mimics the features of relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (MS). They found that APG has the potential to treat MS, as it can
alleviate the symptoms of this disease. www.science.news/2019-06-27-panax-ginseng-protects-against-autoimmune-..  ~
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165247811001210?via%3D..
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder would it be a good idea to construct a list of as many of these nit-wit journalists we come across, who are reporting false
narratives and cooked stats.   What other rubbish do they write?  What is their story?  Are they willing to debate on for example the
High Wire, if not why not?   The alternative media could make it known who they are and whether or not they have the courage of
their convictions to face open discussion.  Most will decline, so let that be known.  Flip the tables!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like, they are trying to make being human...a disease !!!!
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So right Darzoum. '  The death of journalism is a main pillar of the scamdemic and the death of democracy" I am concerned for the
younger generation who are growing up with this. I have lost all respect for traditional media sources.
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jerseygirl5
Joined On 6/7/2010 12:42:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, they are not "jounalists" but rather "propagandists". I don't know how they can sleep at night.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anderson Cooper is a Rockefeller, still trying to sell snake oil to make a proYt.  CNN is the stage for snake oil salesmen, elitists, and
gossipers, proselytizing a 9-second 27 word theme given by their handlers which is repeated to brainwash the masses.
 Truth/half-truth/lies.  Imagine if we actually focused on solving problems and reporting real news what we could achieve together.
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jimdep333
Joined On 4/29/2021 12:58:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your last sentence sums it up beautifully
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, There is another world outside. Money is everything to those who have no more than that: money. Wars are business?
 They always were? There is another world outside. Visit it, and if you can, include yourself. What do you think is happening while we
are typing?
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RonH.Oz
Joined On 6/10/2020 2:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on you Mercola, we are in Australia and read your emails every day. You provide a great range of informative and crucial information. I
have recorded many of your interviews and included them in Anti-COVID package I am circulating here…. Keep up the great independent
work… Best wishes, Ron
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StephenDE
Joined On 5/29/2021 5:36:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I am in Australia too and I also read your email every day.   Great work, Dr Mercola
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A shorter contribution to remember Saint Hildegard of Bingen in her day. "Not always the revolutionary ideal is expressed in the leadership
of the cause that seeks to destroy the current regime. Multiple expressions of various forms of inluencing signiYcant transformations in
the life of society and in the evolution of nations through the arts , science, philosophy and politics warn us about the very different ways to
favor enriching processes in the great chronicle of humanity. "

History gives us examples of great transformers who perhaps achieved much more, without launching explosives against the strongholds
of the establishment. That was the example of an exceptional woman, perhaps one of the most important in history: Hildegarda de Bingen,
an example of polymathy as deYned by the RAE: wisdom that encompasses diverse knowledge... Saint Hildegard of Bingen, mystic saint
and scholar of the 12th century, a doctor of the Church, left in her writings very speciYc recommendations about food: some are sources of
joy, others of sadness.

A pioneering naturopath, Saint Hildegard demonstrated the link between certain foods and our well-being, both physical and psychological.
We can also remember her on a daily basis, having these links to hand with her advice for her health and - fundamentally - her history, full of
meaning for our time: Links refer to sites in Spanish and can be easily translated to English.
www.religionenlibertad.com/ciencia_y_fe/60052/como-curar-depresion-fal..  ~
www.eltiempo.com/cultura/musica-y-libros/hildegarda-de-bingen-la-santi..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Ana Maria for remembering the anniversary of her death on September 17, 1179 of Hildegard of Bingen. She is a talented
poet and songwriter. SHE IS CONSIDERED THE PATRONESS OF MUSICIANS AND WRITERS. Hildegard compiled 77 of her lyrical
poems of hers, each with a musical background composed by her, in Symphonia harmonie celestium revelationum. Her numerous
other writings include lives of saints; two treatises on medicine and natural history, relecting a quality of scientiYc observation
unusual in that period; and extensive correspondence, in which more prophecies and allegorical treatises are found. Her writings
were widely translated into English

From the Hildegard Medicine Museum. During her day, the art of healing was practiced mainly by Benedictine monks and nuns. As
abbess, Hildegard treated both her fellow nuns and others who came to her with complaints and symptoms. Like hers
contemporaries hers, she followed a form of medicine that dates back to the ancient Greeks, who believed that four bodily luids
inluenced people's temperament and health: black bile, yellow bile, phlegm, and blood.

But Hildegard was also a strong advocate for many of the practices we have just rediscovered in Medicine. She believed in the
IMPORTANCE OF A HEALTHY DIET, the value of moderation and rest, and the need to treat the whole person, not just her symptoms.
She knew that people's spirituality was closely tied to their physical condition. SHE WROTE EXTENSIVELY ON THE USE OF
MEDICINAL HERBS, SOME OF WHICH ARE GROWN IN THE MUSEUM'S GARDEN.
www.spiritualtravels.info/spiritual-sites-around-the-world/europe/the-..  ~ www.britannica.com/.../Saint-Hildegard  ~
businessmirror.com.ph/2018/09/16/saint-hildegard-of-bingen-doctor-of-t..  ~ THE MUSIC OF HILDEGARD VON BINGEN (1098-1179)
www.youtube.com/watch
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much anmael and Gui!  This is such a fascinating post.   This information resonates so strongly with me, and I am
stirred by my connection.   From the Yrst link, it is stated, “She (Sainte Hildegard ) always stated that all she dictated from Heaven
were visions provided by the "Living Voice" that indicated that each disease had a remedy offered by nature.”   She was on a true and
healing path and I can feel her wonderful spiritual connection.   I am eager to learn more   Thanks again and God Bless.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Luvvvy, you have wisely put it: “She was on a true and healing path and I can feel her wonderful spiritual connection.” Among
Hildegard of Bingen writings, these virtues are most carefully worked out in The Book of Life’s Merits (Liber Vitae Meritorum), where
she describes these 35 subconscious virtues as existing in the mind of the soul. They arise in pairs, so for each virtue there is a
corresponding vice. Consistent with the duality of nature, each vice has negative or debilitating inluence that can cause illness, and
each corresponding virtue possesses positive healing powers to reinforce good health.

Hildegard’s 35 subconscious virtues are a great way to internalize the various conlicts and struggles we confront when navigating
the path of a virtuous, and thus healthy life.  These subconscious virtues may serve as attainable targets in setting healthy goals. 1.
Inner love of the spiritual/ Outer love of the material; 2. Discipline/ Exuberance; 3. Modesty/ Jocularity; 4. Compassion/
Ruthlessness; 5. Divine victory/ Sloth; 6. Patience/ Anger; 7. Belief/ Cynicism; 8. Abstinence/ Feasting; 9. Generosity/ Bitterness; 10.
Benevolence/ Spitefulness; 11. Truth/ Deceptiveness; 12. Peace/ Contention; 13. Happiness/ Misery; 14. Discretion/ Excess; 15.
Salvation of soul/ Shiftlessness; 16. Humility/ Pride; 17. Charity/ Envy; 18. Fear of god/ Vainglory; 19. Obedience/ Disobedience; 20.
Faith/ Disbelief; 21. Hope/ Despair; 22. Simplicity/ Luxury; 23. Justice/ Injustice; 24. Strength/ Numbness; 25. Cosmic bond/
Disorientation; 26. Stability/ Instability; 27. Longing for the heavenly/ worry over the earthly; 28. Openness/ Stubbornness; 29.
Freedom from Desire/ Desire; 30. Harmony/ Discord; 31. Reverence/ Scurrility; 32. Consistency/ Restlessness; 33. Worship/ Crime;
34. Frugality/ Greed; 35. Heavenly joy/ World-weariness www.healthyhildegard.com/subconscious-virtues  ~
www.healthyhildegard.com/hildegard-of-bingen-writings
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anmael and Gui,  this thread is blessed, I must share.  Gui your post and links above actually answered one of my prayers. 

🙏

   I
clicked on the link and read the brilliance of Ste. Hildegard’s understanding, then at the bottom, I found a link to another article..  It is
that next article that gave me the information that I’ve been searching for, and contemplating for a while.  My mind is blown and I’m
so grateful.  

And it goes to show the power we have on this forum .. how our willingness to embrace and share the Truth must be in agreement
with God’s Will.  Matthew 18:19 “Again, I tell you truly that if two of you on the earth agree about anything you ask for, it will be done
for you by My Father in heaven... ”. ..  So God is everywhere, right here and right now and we are on the right path.  and need to
believe that all the Truth and connections that we share on this forum are intended to strengthen us as we declare our dedication to
our natural and Higher Selves as blessed Children of God.  Big Hugs.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Luvvvy, That's right ",…. How our willingness to embrace and share the Truth must be in agreement with God's Will." From
Bingen's Hildegard writings, both Causae et Curae and Hildegard's Physica deal with the qualities of nature and Man. They include
parts of physiology, pathology, sexuality and theology. Causae et Curae consists of six books combined in a single volume
emphasizing the speciYc causes of disease along with their corresponding natural treatments, while Physica focused on the natural
sciences and science. medicine as a whole.

Causae et Curae, most historians count it among the writings of Hildegard of Bingen. In this work, Hildegard describes a variety of
health conditions, including their cause and symptoms. She also provides guidance for the treatment of these pathologies with
natural remedies. Hildegard promotes disease prevention through natural means of a moderate and healthy lifestyle. Dr. Victoria
Sweet elaborates on Hildegard of Bingen medicine in her extensive work. In Germany, many of Hildegard's curative treatments were
never entirely overshadowed by modern alternatives, so the resurgence of holistic health and wellness is bringing her teachings
back to light. www.healthyhildegard.com/hildegard-of-bingen-medicine
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to put info on FLCCC, Dr. Pierre Kory, MD, who treats Covid and is overwhelmed with the sick. The web site is a treasure trove
of information. They also have information on Ivermectin.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luvvvy, thank you, most especially. The life of prayer is the connection with "the little voice of God", which encourages and points.
Let these things not surprise you, which are the "normality" of Faith: that lash of certainty, that thinning of the perfumed air ... The
communion of saints even precedes our births on earth. The word is "amen", as always when the Angel announces what our
acceptance requires to allow it to be realized. Do you need to know more, perhaps?

Hildegarda, a girl born in the tenth place, as every sign for her life, that she found from there sowing signs before her path, like
resplendent traces of fertility. And how laborious, how frustrating, the erratic paths in which modern science and politics have
precipitated, determined to erase the divine footprint, as a prerequisite to exalt her ego ... How aberrant, and at the same time sad,
the blindness of the arrogant atheist, to whom she would not reach any magnitude to Yll her inconceivable emptiness!

These days she was watching the videos of the great Bishop Fulton Sheen, who still has EVERYTHING to say to us today. I will
upload something of yours here, soon: many will remember it! Your testimony of the joy of "connection" shows how much need of it
our world has, orphan of the simple goodness of the love with which we were created. Thanks again, Luvvvy!
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mjnelson999, tierrapura.org/2021/09/16/ultima-investigacion-revisada-por-expertos-e..  ~
journals.lww.com/americantherapeutics/Fulltext/2021/10000/Ivermectin,_..
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Journalists are 'experts' at twisting stories to suit their purposes, and this CNN case is no exception. Full of lawed logic it presupposes that
its viewers 'trust' the CDC and other government agencies implicitly. That enables the reporter to appear perfectly reasonable in her
arguments. It never occurs to her that a) her apparent trust in the CDC might be misplaced, and b) that her logic is lawed because it is
based on that trust. She ignores the arguments that Dr. Mercola makes, and twists them into accusations of malicious intent on his part.
Very sneaky and dishonest reporting, in my view. She does not have an open mind at all, which is what Dr. Mercola is asking of her.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn't it be better not to play the game of these journalists and go on to accuse them in bad faith?
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A doctor like the DM should not agree to answer as a defendant before anyone.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Gelaforce, the agenda was already prepared. Ignorance and manipulation of the journalist and follow-up of the orders of the
CNN leadership. And the direction kissing the hand that feeds them. Dr. Mercola deYnes reality very well: “CNN and other media
outlets have the power to share lifesaving information that could turn the pandemic around and save lives in the process — but they
won’t; instead, the media are ignoring the basics of healthy immune function and the importance of early COVID-19 treatment to
continue to push the narrative that the only solution is to get an injection.”
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HFLthese3
Joined On 4/27/2020 5:48:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you are TOO kind to address these continued requests from media when the game they are really playing is "Gottcha!".  My
standard response to future requests would be: "I don't negotiate with terrorists."
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HFLthese3, Exactly! That is the right thing to do. The kindness of Dr. Mercola has surely failed to take this into account. Bringing
ideas to it is taking care of it!
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wanted to go on cnn's site to rip them a new one.  I knew I'd have to go to the contact link because being such horrible turds they sure
won't have a place to make a comment because they know what horrible turds they are.  I couldn't do it.  I couldn't accept cnn's cookie
policy.  First site I've ever seen where you can't turn off things which are absolutely not necessary. They can only function at all thanks to
the pervasive ignorance of the american public. I only wish joe would have responded to the dumb *** who works for these arseholes. "this
is your 'opportunity' to respond" No, thanks,  I don't like to give any ammunition to lying sacks of crap.  good day.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HaHa..So you thought any information via our CIA controlled networks was legit?  You might sorta trust weather reports, but when it comes
to our Military/pharma/chemical/food/petrodollar/MEDIA complex; NEVER!   They have hidden/forbidden the truth forever...These Judas
scum "journalists" are all paid 7Ygures to Yll your head with bullshit. They are responsible for creating an apocalypse of goodie-two
zombies, now prepared to kill all anti-vaxxers and rat-out their family members..seems I've heard that somewhere else before?  

They have "forbidden" all legitimate health information and inexpensive treatments to protect the drug-only paradigm of our criminal
healthcare system...so DR. M, trying to breakthrough this iron-curtain of disinformation created by the networks that have brought us here
is an exercise in futility.  They say, "America doesn't produce anything anymore."  Au contrare; We build the biggest mountains of bullshit in
the history of man!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randall, this is how misinformation is programmed: BEFORE COVID, GATES PLANNED SOCIAL MEDIA CENSORSHIP OF
VACCINE SAFETY ADVOCATES WITH PHARMA, CDC, MEDIA, CHINA AND CIA. In October 2019, shortly before the COVID outbreak,
Gates and other powerful individuals began planning how to censor vaccine safety advocates from social media during a table-top
simulation of a worldwide pandemic, known as Event 201.

The attached document shows that a cabal of powerful individuals did indeed begin planning the mass eviction of vaccine skeptics
from social media in October 2019, a week or two before COVID began circulating. That month, Microsoft founder Bill Gates
organized an exercise of four “table-top” simulations of a worldwide coronavirus pandemic with other high-ranking “Deep State”
panjandrums. The exercise was referred to as Event 201.
childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/Event-201-Pandemic-Exerc..  ~
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/gates-planned-social-media-censors..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If only!  If only I could make that clear to certain people.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The year- 1934. The Red [Jewish] Decade  The federal Radio Commission was morphing into the FCC- The Federal Communications
Commission.  CBS [Columbia] went to Jew Paley; NBC [National] to Jew Sarnoff; ABC [American] to Jew Goldenson. In preparation
for making the movie Network [1976] "Some call it Communism- I call it Judaism"   Rabbi Stephen Samuel Weiss, New York City,
1935
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zootie
Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr M, Do NOT give up. That CNN report made me feel sick. It was so doctored, pretentious and full of absolute bullshit. That was so
obvious. You had no chance to prepare yourself for that assault. How dare they. They should be ashamed of themselves. Let’s see that
woman in her bathing suit on a bicycle be confronted with cameras and news reporters and see how she fares. Dr. M, never ever give up.
I’m in Australia, and you have given me more hope than any medical person has in my entire life, I’ve bought products from you and I follow
your guidance (which is always backed up with journals and evidence). You are a thousand years ahead in your stance on health. This is
why you must be strong and know that you are fully supported by thousands and thousands of people [with brains]. -H
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it were possible to shame a Jew, they would not be Jewish anymore.  They have but one conception of The Good- The Good means
what is good for Jews, others don't count at all. "Do whatever you have to do to get whatever you want"  Werner Erhard [Jack
Rosenberg] of EST- Erhard Seminars Training,  Whatever means literally WHATEVER, without limit, I presume.  Worship the devil?  By
all means. . . www.youtube.com/watch
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brilliance of the FAKE news is that they tell you the truth and make it sound like a lie.  They repeated what you said, all of which is well
documented by doctors and scientists and say you are lying,   The "fact" of what you are saying is exactly why I will continue to see you as
the leader of truth.  Thank you for your work
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Nat
Joined On 11/10/2006 9:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is typical of today's news media. There is no truth in media anymore. Dr Mercola did well to publish both the questions and his
responses. It's clear to see that the journalist had an agenda and that it did not eventuate, more than likely due to her lack of knowledge. I
hope she is feeling very delated.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all,  we  are being killed, this interview is important,  think for your selves   www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU  Spread it far and
wide...Cheers
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you translate into Spanish? There are no subtitles on almost any proposed video! Are no tapes made at least to be able to
read? In my case, Spanish language ... but the other languages that exist? How can the world know this if they CANNOT
UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY TALK? NOBODY THINKS ABOUT THIS ?? The texts on the DM page can always be translated into ten
languages, but the videos that are not on YouTube do not include a translator. Some technician can not offer the world this service ?!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz thank you. This interview www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU   of John O'Looney who owns and directs Milton Keynes
Family Funeral Services https://www.mkffs.co.uk/  and who has freely given out his direct email on the bitchute channel . . . presents
the most alarming truth about the simple fact; that there is no pandemic; that the people dying are all recipients of the COVID
vaccines. EVERYONE watch the interview, and then pass it on to anyone who you know that needs to know. Particularly those with
young children.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Leahoz for that link and Chris too for conYrming details.  I checked out the location on Google maps, couldn’t Ynd it on street
view but I have relatives in Bletchley and Milton Keynes who can verify it if necessary.  Of course, it makes sense that a funeral
director would have information that the rest of us have no access to.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Chris Cole and  Kary,69  and things are very important, people are disappearing,  not a healthy situation. We need to recognise
ourselves  and stand in our own power .  Be strong all.
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DaveEboy
Joined On 4/29/2021 2:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this, Leahoz, I have passed it on to all my immediate contacts who are of similar mind to myself. The most revealing
video I have seen so far about the virus.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@DaveEboy,  Thank you. This covid is questionable. That said, I'm thinking, there comes  afoot that is not in our interest, People be
aware!!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Leahoz, and all, yes, we have a pandemic of deadly vaccines and a pendemia of misinformation, as shown today in the report
of our hero Dr. Mercola.  Jonathan Latham, PhD, coined the term "PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX" to describe one of the
greatest existential threats to humanity. Unlike some "viruses", the greatest threat humanity faces is the increasingly invasive system
of fascist tyranny whereby corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "crises. health "for
proYt.

THE WUHAN CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) "PANDEMIC" IS SIMPLY THE LATEST EXAMPLE OF THIS CORRUPT SYSTEM, WHICH
"HARNESSES MONEY FOR PRIVATE GAIN," TO QUOTE DR. JOSEPH MERCOLA. “When dangerous science has the potential to wipe
out mankind, it is cause for concern among thinking individuals of all political persuasions. It’s not anti-science. It’s
anti-recklessness, and to prevent another disaster, those responsible must be held to account for their actions”
noqreport.com/2021/06/28/pandemic-virus-industrial-complex-is-worlds-g..
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, thank you for posting the interview.   My problem is the di{culty in sharing it.  The only place I can direct it to is Facebook,
 which cuts off the interview at 30 seconds.   This guy needs to go viral,  his talk needs to be heard by as many as possible.   I am
weekly seeing friends and acquaintances die three or Yve months after the jab, and denying the probability that the untimely and
unexpected death could even be remotely tied to the vaccine.   This blind and deaf reaction often occurs from survivors who
ordinarily distrust anything government.   I'm at a loss at what to do or where to go to avoid the inevitable outcome which the
undertaker so vividly describes.   Thanks everyone  for all your support and insightful information.
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, thank you for sharing the link. I hope many will watch. It's a very knowledgeable, well spoken funeral director in England.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, everyone, for the record I have today presented myself to our Police in Southampton UK carrying all details of the interview
and have charged the NHS with murder, and received a reference number for the charge . . . so it is now in the police system and they
will have to investigate and report back to me.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, you are a hero. Logically, if we have evidence of premeditated murder or crimes already committed, we are duty bound to
report it to the police and they in turn have an obligation to investigate. But ideally John O’Looney, the Funeral Director should have
taken his concerns to the police in Milton Keynes as soon as he sensed that something was not right. But then, only the little people
are deemed capable of murder, while large organisations can kill with impunity.  Hopefully the police will be able to track down the
speciYc, named individuals who signed the death certiYcates and have them charged.  But I doubt it.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@wwwalker; Chris Cole; Pam9582, and of course Guillermou,  Thank you all for your replies, stay strong and stay well!
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Boldeagle48
Joined On 10/24/2006 6:19:10 PM
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19th century German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer…. “All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently
opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.” Looks like we are still in stage two.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
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Boldeagle48, Ah, yes, "Mr. Doom and Gloom" Arthur Schopenhauer, the mystic and cynic, the Eeyore of Philosophy, who averred that
life must be some kind of mistake. Well a broken clock can be right twice a day.
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njlady
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What really gets me is how they make it look like all this "misinformation" is coming strictly from Dr Mercola...they seem to ignore the
credibility and status of all the Drs and specialists he interviews, from which he gets much of  his information. They make it seem like he
lives in his own lala land and thinks up false facts all on his own, and spreads made up information to millions of his readers. They are so
bizarre it's no wonder they are bleeding out thousands of viewers every day. If by any chance someone from CNN or some other blowhard
company is reading this, I ask you please to stay the hell out of my business. I am a grown woman who is quite capable of deciding for
myself what to read and believe. Misinformation?  Look in the mirror you morons!
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Yes, Launa. This is what the corrupt CNN do: “We only let people on the air…who take the bait” – cnn director says more of the quiet
things out loud to project veritas. “It’s fear. Fear really drives numbers – [TV ratings],” Chester said. “Fear is the thing that keeps you
tuned in.” Chester said Jeff Zucker – the network’s president –- would call the CNN newsroom during live TV segments and order the
staff to keep COVID death tolls on the screen to capture viewers’ attention. More details in the link, which includes a video
therightscoop.com/we-only-let-people-on-the-air-who-take-the-bait-cnn-..
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Hi Gui, I think we are all getting to the point where we can't take the BS anymore. Trying to reason with people has become futile. I
think we all had a degree of fear initially, but then common sense and articles like Dr Mercolas alleved a lot of the fears. My
frustration is with these people  who just won't listen to reason. We have all had those conversations.  The MSM has blood on their
hands, but they will say it is the unvaccinated who does. I applaud Dr Mercola for not giving that reporter person any satisfaction.
He's obviously a better man than her.
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Maybe I'm biased but that CNN hit piece was great advertising for Dr Mercola. He presented himself well in the clips, as he always does,
and some of his arguments came through. As people see friends and family die after the shots, more intentionally killed in hospital with
vents, remdesivir and fentanyl, they'll look for another point of view. Thanks for the free advertising CNN.
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Randi needs to do her job. The 40+ pages in the Notes section of the book will give her the answers, including the web addresses. Stop
being lazy, Randi. And the next time you chase after Dr. M. when he's riding his bike, run after him, don't sit in the van. Get out those
sneakers and run. You'll get exercise and some needed Vitamin D.
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I am quite sure Dr. Mercola has plenty of evidence through this interview to Yle a defamation lawsuit. It’s pretty easy to see that Randi Kaye
is trying out for 60-Minutes. She even dresses like Leslie Stahl. What misinformation about vaccines (or the virus) is Dr. Mercola spreading?
I read Dr. Mercola pretty closely and do not recall him ever stating that V. C or D were treatments for COVID-19.  Prevention is not treatment
for a disease. The vaccines have caused injury and (as of today) 14,500 deaths. Those are not Mercola’s numbers. Practicing doctors like
Dr. David Brownstein have had great success with nebulized H2O2. The trial was life and death situations that Dr. Brownstein treated. Why
doesn’t Ms. Kaye go interview some of them? The voting machine company Dominion got the attention of My Pillow Guy Mike Lindell, Rudy
Giuliani and Sydney Powell when it sued them for 1 billion dollars in a defamation and loss of business lawsuit. Dr. Mercola is a public
person & going after a news organization is tough, but CNN should be made to prove Dr. Mercola is spreading lies. It can’t. The law suit
would, however, be a costly endeavor. If there are 4.2 million followers of Dr. Mercola & everyone donated just $1, we’d have a nice pot to
rattle CNN’s cage with legal action. Don’t be a nice guy Dr. Mercola. You have been harmed. You will be amazed at how much support you’ll
get from us.
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Dr.Mercola, I’m an RN & you’re the only one who has the nerve to speak the truth.
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The MEDIA is the VIRUS 

🦠

 I couldn’t stand to watch the communist news network report on Dr. Mercola the way they did that is complete
defamation of character I hope you are suing them along with all the big Tech companies this is completely absurd.
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We receive this news but the general population receives the news about a family blaming the unvaxxed in an obituary about the death of
their mother.  This is why people are bullying.  On top of that, my other half's coworker (on a ventilator almost 2 weeks now) took a turn for
the worst.  He was suppose to come off it on Monday.    I will say it again, stop blaming the unvaxxed and blame THE THERAPIES!  The
therapies are wrong.  I'm so tired and yet so grateful to be heading out of here tomorrow into a world where my meeting is now virtual, but
at least I don't have to hear anything for a few days.  *sigh
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Tracy, those vaccinated will suffer the most from the consequences of their misinformation: Dr. Ryan Cole, a board certiYed
pathologist and owner and operator of an Idaho-based diagnostic laboratory, has released shocking new information on how
coronavirus “vaccines” are causing a massive “spike” in autoimmune diseases and Cancer. “Since January 1, in the laboratory, I’m
seeing a 20-times increase of endometrial cancers over what I see on an annual basis,” Cole stated in the video. “I’m not
exaggerating at all because I look at my numbers year over year, and I’m like ‘Gosh, I’ve never seen this many endometrial cancers
before.'” Cole revealed these and other statistics at a March 18 event, telling Idahoans that the so-called “vaccines” for the Fauci Flu
are invoking a “reverse HIV” type of autoimmune response in people’s bodies.
www.lifesitenews.com/news/idaho-doctor-reports-a-20-times-increase-of-..
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lovestosing6, Government operators in the highest positions in local, state, and federal government are getting civilians to impose
and enforce their tyranny by encouraging them to depersonalize and dehumanize all who are not "vaccinated" or not wearing a mask,
with Biden being the lead persecutor. Observe how they use dehumanizing terms like "the unvaccinated" and "spreaders" when
referring to those who refuse the jabs.

We are witnessing the strategies of dictators throughout history up to today playing out in this so-called "Land of the Free and the
Home of the Brave", and, therein then as in this country now, most of those civilians upon whom dictators and their minions initiate
their attacks grant their consent by complying with them.  A. Solzhenitsyn dramatized in his novel "The Gulag Archipelago" the way
that tyranny is defeated: by withdrawing one's consent, when he wrote the following passage: “And how we burned in the camps
later, thinking: What would things have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at night to make an arrest, had been
uncertain whether he would return alive and had to say good-bye to his family?

“Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people had not
simply sat there in their lairs, paling with terror at every bang of the downstairs door and at every step on the staircase, but had
understood they had nothing left to lose and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes,
hammers, pokers, or whatever else was at hand?... The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of o{cers and transport
and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst,  the cursed machine would have ground to a halt! If...if...We didn't love freedom enough.
And even more – we had no awareness of the real situation.... We purely and simply deserved everything that happened afterward.”
They didn't love freedom enough.  Do you ?
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CNN has a long history of being undependable news source because it's FOOL of leYtst, waycist, haters, and every BASE person you can
think of. They only like you if you HATE this country and are good at lying.  I have actually NEVER watched a CNN episode of anything as far
back as i can remember and don't EVER trust them as a news source. The people there are DERANGED.
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CNN only likes you if you take a knee during national anthem.
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Dr. Mercola, I want to thank you for being honest and caring so much about people. Your articles and videos have helped me so much and
I've shared many with friends and family. I know that the persecution you are suffering is caused by an attack from the enemy of our souls
and the Bible says to count it all a blessing. I was not planning to read your book until I saw how CNN tracked you down and tried to
discredit you. As soon as I saw that, I ordered your book which I am now reading and Ynd the facts about this whole plandemic amazing!
What they did to you is actually bringing the truth to light.   I have been praying over you and your family. I know God will keep you strong
and protect you and I pray His blessings on you for the work you do and the truth you speak. Never quit!
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Why play their game? How about ask this "journalist" some questions as well? She asserts the CDC states the COVID vaccines "are nearly
100% effective." Where's her proof? Ask that she provide detailed information, by 5PM Friday. Shotgun her back a variety of other questions
demanding sources and references. Don't let these idiots feel they have the upper ground at any time.
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best to just walk away from some whining J  c**t....and the news medias  would have cut up everything he would have said.....news
 editors  'clean up' anything they don't want to be aired......hence when you watch 'Da News"  you are experiencing pure
Propaganda...with  lots of  'sublingual' brain washing...and much more in 'Frequency responses"
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Just the facts, ma'am.  That's all Dr. Mercola has ever done. End of story.
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As usual an excellent response to this reporter.  I have following the "science" since January 2020 when this pandemic started, listening to
both sides to be fair balanced.  I have reviewed and followed recommendations by you, Dr R Fleming, Dr Northrup, Dr P McCollough and
others on various videos on what they are seeing as AEs/deaths/permanent neurologic conditions and yet when I suggest to people to
follow the nutritional-immune support recommendations, many still opt for the jab.  Seems like many are just unwilling to educate
themselves regarding the associated side effects of the jab and just continue to listen to mainstream media who continue to bash
alternative treatments like HCQ, IVER, VitD etc.  Thank you for your continued crusade
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Slam dunk. They didn’t respond because they are stupid. Their tiny brains are exploding with facts and they cannot handle it.
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Dr Mercola - the answer to the question you pose in the above article is a simple, albeit pure evil one:  CONTROL.  This is the Hegelian
dialectic being used - again - by the ones in charge.  The graphene and nanotechnology laden jabs are designed to build a "platform" inside
the human body (transhumanism) where they can then update (upload) commands and instructions to every single human being on the
planet.  This is why they are giving us the full court press and mandating this jab.. (it is NOT a vaccine).  As crazy and far fetched as this
answer is, it is absolutely the truth.  People have no idea how advanced the powers-that-shouldn't-be  have gotten with nanotechnology and
genetics.  The NASA War Document, an o{cial USAF document written in the year two thousand (!) talks abour future warfare and
"co-opted insects" and "dropping swarms of smart dust in aerosol form pre-programmed for biological missions" ...  I have had two former
USAF brass conYrm to me that they recall that presentation.  It is legitimate.  

One last thing.  I bought one of the COVID (CertiYcate Of Vaccination IDentiYcation) home test kits last week when my wife started
coughing and running a fever.  Two days ago I used the second (they come two to a box) test swab - which came sealed up in a sleeve - and
examined it under my microscope.  As a long time sufferer of what is being (incorrectly) called "morgellons" , I immediately recognized the
shapes and the colors on the tip of that swab.  It would appear that whatever they have deemed "morgellons" was and is perhaps a
forerunner to this latest bio-weapon they have now loaded into both the jab and the test kits!   People better wake up and do so quickly -
THANK YOU Dr Mercola for being a true physician trying to help the people - the vast majority of which apparently do not want to be
helped..BE SAFE - and KEEP IT UP - do NOT back down....  MAY GOD BLESS YOU!!!
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F*#k CNN, I just bought the book on Amazon. The hardcover is $14.99. I don't see how Dr. Mercola is making any money from this book.
There is no proYt margin. BTW I think posting articles for 48 hours is a genius work around to the gestapo FDA ban on your website. Dr. M,
YOU ARE MY HERO. I have been following you for 20 years or more and you have helped me so much. I did buy a nebulizer several months
ago.
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In this day and age, to prevent claims of manipulation afterwards, and for maximum transparency, any interview-session should ideally be
live streamed, or at least recorded (of course) by the interviewer, but crucially also the interviewee. That way, the lure of tampering or
maliciously editing afterwards will be reduced a lot, since both sides know the other part has their own copy.
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I love your products and buy them often. I love the news you send me to keep me informed. In this article, you say that “ ….turn the
pandemic around…” I’m surprised you qualiYed their false premise. This is not a pandemic . If it’s a pandemic, it’s a pandemic of people over
80 in nursing homes with 2 or more co-morbidities . Or a pandemic of propaganda.
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You should ask Kaye when she got her vaxx...I am convinced that none of the "elite" have any plans to get them as was evidenced by the
theatre produced by K Harris when she was caught "going thru the motions" of her shot.  I'd love to ask Bill gates if he has ever taken any of
the vaxxs he pushes on the rest of us...as a matter of fact, another question to ask Kaye is "do you not have any concerns about the fact
that when you follow the money it leads to people whose primary motivator is to reduce the population of the globe?"  Dr Mercola you are
doing an awesome job of being one of the few voices for truth.  Thank you.
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I love you Dr. Mercola! Your articles are all articulate and well supported. This is the best place for covid information. Thank you to you, Erin
and your teams for your brave determination.
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WolfKC
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Thanks Dr. Mercola for always giving us the truth and facts, and standing up to these people.  If there were many more of you, in this world,
it sure would be a wonderful, happy, healthy place to live.  I am proof, that the things that you have told us about, all these years, really do
work.  I am a 65 year old woman, who has had cancer and many, many surgeries, years ago.  Now I eat mostly Organic, use good Yltered
water, and use a good air puriYer in my home.  I also take many vitamins and minerals per your suggestions.  I use Homeopathic remedies
and crystals too.  Every time I get symptoms that I have been exposed to the virus and start to get really sick, I nebulize with Hydrogen
Peroxide, take different Homeopathic remedies, and sometimes up my Vitamin C & D levels.  In a day or two, the severe symptoms are
gone.  I love all this stuff!!!  Before learning Natural Cures, I used to end up in the Emergency Room during lu season because I couldn't
breathe.  The doctors used to have me on 5 different drugs, just so I could breathe every day.  They also used to give me 500 mg. of
different antibiotics for most of the lu seasons, because I could never get well.  I was at the doctors all the time and was always so sick.  I
felt like I was dying.  I was actually turning gray from the yeast overgrowth in my body.  One day I saw an ad about Natural Cures, and
shortly after that, I found your website.  Since then, I have never looked back and only forward!  I took my health back into my own hands,
and changed everything I put in, onto my body, and around my body.  No more drugs - not even over the counter drugs.  I feel better than I
did back in my 20's - other than the occasional day when I feel like I am in my 80's - but we all have those days :-)  My doctor thought I left
her, because I hardly ever need her now.  Like I said earlier in this email - I am proof of what you say WORKS!!!!!  SO THANK YOU AGAIN DR.
MERCOLA FOR EVERYTHING YOU DO TO HELP ALL OF US!!!!!  KC
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I am very sorry that this is how the media CNN has used its power to hurt Dr Mercola, who are doing the good work of telling us the truth.Dr
Mercola is a light in the darkness. Don’t be fooled by CNN. We see in the faces of our fellow brothers and sisters in American faces how
sick we have become. And this has been the real problem Dirty air, dirty water, and dirty food. Add pollution from 5G and we get a shot then
we live out our days suffering. I am a farmer and I see Yrst hand what industrial farming does to the land. Or land is a junkie which we inject
it full of commercial pesticides and commercial made from a chemist lab oil based nutrition. Nothing is natural about the way we farm. We
must wake up to the truth and have hope we can stop this madness
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rumble.com/vmfm1n-the-real-cause-of-covid-19-not-a-virus.html?mref=6zo..  La Quinta Columna and graphene.
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If the cnn smear reporters ever approached me with questions I would block them. SO GLAD I gave up all tv ten years ago. Haven’t missed
any of it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/16/2021 10:22:19 AM

& Like  ' Dislike
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randi Kaye is an ignorant fool. Anyone, who wishes to get to the truth of the matter about COVID and surrounding issues can Ynd the info
easily enough. Most of us who have known this whole thing was a farce, from the very beginning, have had access to all the info we needed
at any given time.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/16/2021 9:41:34 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe we should all contact Randy Kaye and share stories we know of who got the jab and got hurt from it! Or perhaps send her web sites,
blogs, info, stats, etc and ask her to do her homework! And be sure and remind her about CNNs lousy ratings!
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Annoyedwnamerequest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:01:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Overuse of antibotics is a problem (kills bacteria--makes bacteria more resistent).  Sounds like vaccines will cause similar problems with
viruses.
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edantes
Joined On 8/9/2021 4:43:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this scamdemic is owned by only one community of people who own the money system, law system, pharmaceutical system, hollywood
system, hospital system, who inYltrated all govt's and control them, own and control most important industries, all of the media is
controlled by them, all the education systems, etc, etc.  they were ready to do this back in the 70's.  it is not hard to Ygure out our
oppressors.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

edantes   You are so right. They tried in 1976 and it failed miserably and they stopped within 10 weeks. But, now there are more
indoctrinated, sub-normal intelligent people in the world and the media is much more powerful in directing their false narrative.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/16/2021 9:50:38 AM
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suzie4236
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:34:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo, Dr. Mercola. Great response to the vulture CNN reporter. I ordered your book on pre-order and once again, you answered all the
questions and presented excellent proof. When this horror movie is over, you will stand as a white knight of the winning team. Thank you for
all you have taught em through the years. -Suzanne McKenzie
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola appears in top physical condition and clearly due to his tan and muscle deYnition, regularly exercises and has not only tried to
help others be healthy, but shows others that he takes care of his own health. I have worked in health care for 20 years (respiratory
therapist, medical service coordinator, lab tech) and so many physicians and health care workers look and STATE how unhealthy they are.
Sometimes you cannot tell the patients from the workers. Sometimes the workers are the patients.

Seeing this segment I would want to look him up and Ynd out how he’s staying in such great shape. CNN = certainly not news. But this
shows people how rude (invading his privacy) and what msm stands for (MONEY, SERVITUDE MONEY). Clearly they did not want to “get Dr.
Mercola’s side of his story”. They automatically labeled him as a misinformation spreader. They are paid to say speciYc words and nothing
more. You cannot reason with that. There’s no point in speaking with those that do what they are told for money. You can lead a horse to
water but you cannot make them drink it. Some Nonsensical people will never accept sensical. Even if some do, money is more important
to most people.

I believe you have millions of people you have helped, Dr Mercola. Those people know you are, who you say you are, and those you’ve
helped will stand by you and defend your work like I have done to my ex coworkers and friends. Yup, I lost my job in the hospital lab (10
years down the drain) because I will not take the toxic injection and because I will not be a part of the corrupt health care industry anymore.
I can personally verify things Dr Mercola has informed. All in all I agree with what Dr Mercola did. I would have done the same.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure you noticed how little coverage MSM did of the riots of 2020? What little video we got from those riots was from people's
cell phones. You can understand why they weren't there. They knew someone would kill them if they showed up with the cameras
rolling!
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rosannedmain
Joined On 4/6/2014 4:35:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercia…. Keep up the Good Yght !!!  The information I’ve gleaned from you over the years has given me the tools  to take my health to the
next level with conYdence. Forever grateful to you for putting the truth out there and challenging big pharma, tech & media at every turn.
You are an American Hero  !!!!!  Thank you
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I trained journalists at the university level for several years. They are not experts at anything. This time, they are shills, subserviently serving
their owners and they are slaves, although paid well enough to sell their souls (if they have ever had any) for a bowl of soup, a new car, you
name it. The technique they are exercising can be taught to a literate third-grader... Sadly, it's enough for their audience, who (as soon as
they are dense enough to turn on the TV), and substantially dumber...
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only 5-25% of the shots contain mRNA and they are strategically placed. The rest of the shots are graphene oxide, which turns humans into
remote-controlled drones. The Yrst real mRNA shot reduces the immune system by 15%, the second by 35%, and the third one kills you.
Hence the "vulnerability of the 'vaccinated.'" In the meanwhile, the jabbed shed prions, causing Mad Cow Disease, for which there was
already a trial run in the early 1980s.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And also, naturally acquired immunity is more powerful than vaccine-induced immunity for many infectious diseases, and most
often, these immunities last a lifetime greatgameindia.com/immune-system-over-vaccines
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Sue the evil ***; and all of the mainstream media! Liars and Deceivers, all! Sorry; I try to be nice, but I took an "Assertiveness Training
Course" once - and FAILED! I'm still searching for this "Deadly Virus". I'm thinking that once this INSANITY hits the 2 year mark; I will
discontinue my search for this Phantom Virus! Every day, we are inundated with "news" about how many people are dying from the covid
monster. I wonder how many have already died from wearing those useless and toxic muzzles - day in and day out. "Psychological
Programs" are nothing new! P.S. I see that censorship is alive and well; even on this site!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Randy, authentic psychological programs that serve disinformation. Social networks, the mainstream media, such as CNN, are
an example of disinformation. It is authoritative information and friendly to globalist elites and government corporations, it is
considered superior to any other information. Information, for example, from the CDC is used as the basis for censoring any other
perspective or dissent. They can mislead the masses of their plans and convince the public that everyone is being protected, even
though the CDC is actually threatening people's health, livelihoods, treatment options, and basic human rights.

It is about exterminating those who do not believe in vaccines, those who believe in freedom, those who do not want to become
transhumans. This is part of the campaign the “fake news” campaign is not about protecting the public from lies, it is about
establishing a state-run news network, as Dr. Mercola has stated “the truth of the state. ”A deep state full of interests for a
devastating technocracy. Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from the people they
rule. On the contrary, there can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one centrally managed source of information with
tyrannical control.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cured is not deYned for COVID, so stories about curing COVID - and most other diseases are forbidden. It used to be OK to talk about cures
of cancer, or AIDS, without a deYnition. But with COVID, "cure" is a forbidden topic. Why? If there is a cure, even "hope for a cure", we don't
need a vaccine. So, patients are listed as RECOVERED - over 200 million so far - but not one is cured. Cure is a complex topic. The theory of
cure, unknown in today's medical practices, shows that COVID is a general illness with many components, requiring zero to many cures
depending on the case.

We don't expect "one cure" when we take our car to the mechanic, even if she has a PhD. But we expect cures to be perfect, so they become
perfectly impossible. So it is impossible to report about them - if the reporter or the media wishes to be perceived as credible. Publishing
cures, even if the word cure is avoided, is forbidden. The Truth About COVID is trivial - we know how to cure COVID. It is also forbidden.  To
your health, Tracy ...Not vaxxed. Waiting for the cure.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Tracy, in the cure against the coronavirus, we must attend to many factors, such as previous pathologies, blood tests to see its
evolution, etc., but obviously vaccines do not solve it. The indoctrination of the pharmaceutical maYa begins in the universities,
develops among the medical class, bribed for their attention and alignment to their doctrines, and is strengthened with the billions of
propaganda of BigPharma. The system is not designed for people to think for themselves, they must follow orders without
questioning anything, they must give up their freedom. In the end we realize that corrupt elites program our lives from cradle to
grave.

Our critical thinking is the only salvation from the networks of corruption. Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nurturing
your own system… not from pharmaceuticals. All previous human societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans weren't
internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune system. Herd immunity against the coronavirus will be the solution, it
has already infected many people in societies and has produced herd immunity of memory T cells willing to generate antibodies,
which makes the value of vaccination unnecessary and inconvenient, weakening the immune system and creating new strains of
coronavirus, in addition to being unnecessarily exposed to the troublesome side effects of "vaccines" and even death. We are in the
enhancement of diseases and in short the reduction of life expectancy. Now we are prepared with nutritional supplements and a
healthy organic diet and if we get infected we have protocols recommended by Dr. Mercola, needing to accompany natural immunity
with medications such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, which can save lives especially when people have a system weakened
immune system and risks from previous pathologies. This will prevent biological weapons falsely called vaccines.
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outstanding doctor, astounding as well that me, a grade 8 dropout was able to research much of this myself starting last spring. I only
found you in the late summer. My research started with the obvious, where did the common cold and lu go? Then I saw the research
showing every group of people suffering with severe covid were low in vitamin d. Before covid I took no supplements and now they are
numerous starting with an 80ng vitamin d level. Plus. Magnesium, Vitamin k, Boron, Vitamin d.
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM
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Zinc, Quercetin, vitamin c, selenium 8 compond, vitamin e, b complex, iodine, co q-10, pqq and omegas
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Education" does not equate to intelligence or wisdom.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Why won't CNN publish this story that could save lives and turn the pandemic around?” Is that a joke, what Pandemic anyone doing the
research connecting the dots know that this is a Mass Deception. The emperor wears no clothes. It is a well planned theatrical virus event
with owned and compliant mainstream media and controlled opposition like some of us here know is part of the game including Dr. M. He
gives mostly truth but is playing the game with titles that forward a real and horrible virus is out there. Be aware of the traps the evil ones
are winning at this psychological operation until people do their homework and enough see through what should be obvious to functioning
minds.
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mtebor
Joined On 9/10/2021 2:25:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smart man not talking to them directly.  They are great at editing and spinning statements for their own purpose.  There is a purpose they
are saying anti vaccine and not anti mRNA technology.   Most people don't have problems with vaccines that have been properly tested and
vetted.  This 'vaccine' hasn't and has purposely removed the control group.  You would think that a reporter would take notice.  But not the
MSM.   Because there is no control group, how will the masses know when there are adverse effects?
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remnants of C.I.A.'s Operation Mockingbird, nothing new here. We are with you here Dr. Mercola in full force. Thank you to you and all of
your staff. We appreciate you all. https://youtu.be/3KY0ktXAuvc
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Except that Op. Mcbd was a clandestine process. This time, "journalists" are private property of the same cabal that is about destroy
everything worth living for. Ownership matters. How exactly can "we" be with Mercola so that it matters? Who is "we," anyway?
Mercola is sacriYcing himself in order to give us a few more months to talk freely, which might or might not make a difference.
Considering the events of the last 18 months, I am not particularly optimistic.
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM
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Blue~  Hear! Hear!
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the internet site called "nextdoor" they censored (removed) my posts on the so called vaccine.  I wanted to tell my neighbors that was
censored, so I didn't even mention anything about vaccine and just told them "you don't know what you don't know' because when I post it,
then it is removed, so you just get one side.  But, that mere mention of censorship was removed.  They aren't even allowed to know that they
aren't allowed to see some things.  I suppose they want people to be able to say: "everyone says."
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Repost and report the censor as many times as necessary ... without getting tired! There are no times, but objectives.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That damn ap is what is making my other half nuts.  I tried to explain it's not the full story!  He doesn't get the reach of censorship in
our country!
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Duc3990
Joined On 5/4/2021 8:40:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for everything you're doing for us Dr. Mercola. Keep doing great work. You are changing the world.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have seen many journalists who have no education in science, keep referring to anti-vaxxers as those who "negate science". For people
without any scientiYc education to "defend science" merely demonstrates that their statements are more of some kind of a belief system.
Indeed, uncritical belief is the most prevalent ideology, which encourages doubts in "unbelievers".
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM
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Anti-vaccines? There is no such category since there are no such vaccines. These who are being called vaccines ARE NOT, ARE
they? Do we agree on that, or are we going to continue to allow ourselves to be forced to call things under false names? Those who
are scientists are asked once again: HAS IT BEEN DEMONSTRATED? CAN YOU CONFIRM IT ONE MORE TIME, PLEASE? So why is
the term "anti-vaccines" still being adopted in this space, playing the game of disqualifying propaganda? Nobody here is
"anti-vaccine". We have all been vaccinated when vaccines existed. Now THERE ARE NOT.

The "story" has lost force ...: and the king is naked. No one is willing - if it is not that he was crazy - to inoculate himself with an
aberration a thousand times proven doubtful and dangerous. Not to mention those who are lifelong naturists, in any of the ancient
medicines, which are the only ones that deserve to be called medicines. We are not slaves nor will we accept to be. The neo-slavery
scoundrels were late. The time has passed. I just signed a Change request to ask that the experimental tests with animals that mean
torture to them cease ... And are we talking about accepting that humans use us as guinea pigs? !!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two years ago, I quit the "Washington DC Science Writers Assn" (DCSWA) after meeting too many obviously ignorant "science
writers" among their number.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wake up everyone! This is another global ‘elite’ takeover, this time by global genocide. Mr. Android Vander-built tries to sweep it under the
rug, but can’t. He’s one of those ‘enablers’. If anyone tries to contest or discredit Dr. Mercola, they’ve got to try to contest and discredit facts
– and they can’t seem to be able to do that, don’t even try. Like sick and dying pilots and stewardesses dropping dead. Can’t blame the
airlines who are told to be quiet, but can’t: the heads of airlines are against mandatory vaccine, but are being pushed into it. Dr. Mercola is
not only a national treasure but a global treasure who speaks Truth and is exposing those behind the lies and secret agenda. That’s why he’s
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being suppressed and attacked. The so-called our ‘representatives’ are failing us while the ‘elites’ who lost touch with reality and think they
are better for whatever reason (go Ygure!) and without any true vision or care for humanity or Planet Earth want to live forever while the
global elite meet in Davos deciding the fate for all of us – e.g. Bill Gates built himself a whole building – one of many – in around 2007 on
the UW campus in Seattle devoted to ‘longevity’ research. The head of that building at dedication said to Gates – “you will live to be 100,
Bill”. And they think that lying off to Space after they destroy Earth will somehow help them. This has been planned for a very long time,
probably since the 1950s. What the ‘elites’ are really pissed off about is that they amassed their great and undeserved fortunes illegally,
unethically, or criminally, and they want to live forever but know they can’t and that they will die like the rest of us and can’t take their
fortunes with them.
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den9767
Joined On 9/15/2021 12:37:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN is promoting vaccinicide. Maybe vaxxicide is an even better term. The Nuremberg Palace of Justice is still standing and must be used
to try these criminals. Big Pharma, Media and Government leaders need to get the “short drop” for this massive crime against humanity. Big
Tech titans should suffer a fate worse than death: take away their money.
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ccelioasgmail.com
Joined On 8/28/2020 7:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must Yght for certainty to prevail. The dissemination of fake narratives to the detriment of citizens' health must end. Congratulations Dr
Mercola. The truth will prevail!! Greerings, Célio Alves -Brazil.
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MelTripodi
Joined On 6/15/2021 4:28:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola,

You are one of MY most trusted sources of information about everything and anything i want to know about my health of my families
health. This is the impact you make in the world.

I experience hits at my character daily around the vax issue but mostly I sit with it and try to release it from my body and my mind. Never
easy.

Letting me know they have attacked you only breeds the same level of spite towards them as we have aimed at us. We need to come
together for solutions not more ‘othering’

I love your work and I love your passion and I buy your products and i read your articles but I wish for you some peace. Your caught in a
vicious cycle of us/them and in answer to.. you need not justify their crazy to us in your community, we have already switched them off.

Take care of yourself and keep doing your amazing work of highlighting how we can help ourselves by Ynding the answers ourselves

You are Amazing and I really Thank you for all your doing, just give yourself some respite away from the media, they will never give you the
chance to respond and your more important to the debate for us than they are.

Many Blessings

Melissa
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krsnow1967
Joined On 4/27/2021 1:59:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice job Dr Mercola!  It’s obvious CNN Is not being impartial in covering this story.  Isn’t that the role of a journalist…..to present both sides?
 I can’t stand CNN ….talk about misinformation.
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homersimp
Joined On 2/2/2011 7:41:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I purchase my supplements all the time and purchased the book to support Dr. Mercola.  Thank you for continuing to spread the truth.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article! www.juliusruechel.com/2021/09/the-snake-oil-salesmen-and-covid-zero.ht..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW, I bet  Randi Kaye wouldn't like Bobby Fischer much either.A few of His Quotes>
www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Yscher-speaks-jews     :)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

whats CNN  CrudieNewsNuts?    IDK  :)  I threw  the TV  away  30 years ago...TV is the worlds PROPAGANDA TOOL...along with most
radio....althought I get a newspaper...good to start Yres with and its free  asss-wipe....and useful to clean up  my Cave loors  ....but
its free..
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jmurray5
Joined On 8/18/2021 6:32:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please keep speaking the truth Dr. Mercola. Thank you for your courage and encouragement.  Much love and blessings.
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KS1984
Joined On 10/5/2021 6:12:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, companies donate to both political parties. But, this is a misleading statement for those posting this. "PYzer paid Trump 1 million too. "
PYzer contributed to his inauguration, not his bank account, same for Biden's inauguration.  This is the bigger picture,  "Republican
candidates have received 64% of pharma industry contributions since 1990, ... But the industry is shifting its support to Democrats in 2020.
So far, donors with links to drug companies have donated $2.5 million to the Biden campaign — signiYcantly more than the $647,000 given
to Trump’s reelection campaign." www.drugdiscoverytrends.com/guess-who-the-pharma-industry-is-supportin..
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nonibaby54
Joined On 5/4/2015 4:26:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! That's more CNN than iv watched total in my life . Dr Mercola is smart not to talk to them as they are known liars . Happily their
following has shrunk hugely in the last couple years .
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..  Dear Mercolians, please read/watch this and forward on to your
State Senators and Representatives and ask them to join the efforts of these Senators from Oregon to bring the CDC and FDA to justice.
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rjoly22
Joined On 9/17/2021 5:10:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Footnote #21 is missing
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, It’s there with footnote 19 ....  “ 19, 21 Forbes September 23, 2020”
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RJBoyca
Joined On 8/26/2018 7:29:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great response Dr. Mercola, great job!
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jak8123
Joined On 11/21/2015 6:12:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all of your help Dr. mercola I’ve been reading your work since 2011 after being diagnosed with Crohn’s disease and it’s one of
the things that has really brought me health peace and tranquility seeing these types of things makes me wonder what is the karmic
repercussion of these false narratives they project their own distraction I assume so so please stay strong peace in our hearts peace in our
mind peace always surrounding our soul. Thank you brother
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Brett_R
Joined On 2/14/2021 1:43:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outrageous!!!
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maj2365
Joined On 6/6/2015 6:02:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for boldly Yghting Yr all of our health!
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Mrs.Altmann
Joined On 7/23/2019 1:42:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bs"d  if a lawsuit fails, it helps to remember that what goes around comes around, and tyrants eventually fall...  and we MUST try to Ynd an
antidote for those who were already injected and try to work around these hit pieces...thanks for all you do
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terrygunzales
Joined On 9/16/2021 11:50:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it should be obvious to all that CNN are simply communist talking heads going after the real and freeest people on the planet. Knowing or
not knowing what is in the jab is important to everyone, everyone should know including the commie news network CNN. The fact that so
many people are dropping dead from an experimental inoculation is in itself a purely diabolical hijacking of modern medicine and your God
given immune system. Mandatory? Never muther effers. No World order. Sick mofoz attack the truth to spread their lies
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can say motherfuckers.  Just be civil about it. Don't lie, slander, or threaten.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder. Do these pampered elitist media oligarchs REALLY take the jab? Or saline shots? Do they want billions or non elites around the
world to die, so they desperately try to force a bio weapon into them? Is Kaye a genocidal monster guilty of crimes against humanity?
Probably. Wouldn't surprise me if everyone in the MSM WANTS everyone else in America to die. That's why they gladly let their audience
numbers decline now. They plot to murder them all as soon as possible. No audience needed in their NWO when they plan to own the planet
 themselves with their BFF Bill Gates after helping him murder almost everyone else.
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mlstars
Joined On 9/14/2021 7:58:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did anyone see this on the news today? Sept 16, 2021 - Health Canada: PYzer, AZ, Moderna vaccines renamed........... Do yourself and
family a favour, Look up graphene-oxide and vaccines, then look up graphene-oxide and G5. Think about what this means.  Even though
people don't want the G5 it has secretly been going up and many new cell phone users are using it.
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Havanasilks
Joined On 1/30/2009 11:21:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funeral Home Director tells it like it is and gives a shocking prediction about the upcoming outcome of jabbing children:
vladtepesblog.com/2021/09/16/uk-funeral-home-director-describes-what-t..
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jackieannequinn
Joined On 4/29/2009 4:29:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are the one I have followed and trusted for years ..
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katyaziz
Joined On 2/24/2019 11:54:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to thank you too. Few people work so hard to help so many.  Your posts have been an amazing source of information and supporting
references. You have made a very important contribution to my life, and I am sure to many others' as well. Thank you so much. I hope your
persecution ends soon.
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siesta3255
Joined On 8/13/2021 9:03:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your voice on healing ourselves from Covid 19;  How to keep a strong immune system to prevent disease; and Your protocol
that is easy and very helpful to follow.  I appreciate your medical advice and have followed your advice for years…and will continue good
health as you lead the way!  You have my respect!!
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yishi
Joined On 12/5/2007 6:09:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good job,   Dr. Mercola , with the interview.  You are awesome!
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ehwebergmail.com
Joined On 12/5/2020 6:14:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

O{cialdom and MSM can't counter your arguments, so they're trying to deal with you by destroying your credibility through personal
personal attacks.  Those who believe the attacks wouldn't be swayed by facts anyway, and those who know better will continue to believe
you.  It's sad, but you might as well forget CNN and its audience.
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, I was very saddened by that CNN story. Saddened and infuriated. Your loyal followers, especially those that have been with you
a long time, will not be swayed in any manner by these people. They know- I know- the beneYts you have provided in your many years of
long standing service to the Yeld of integrative medicine. Your business is besides the point. You have dedicated your life to good health
and results speak for themselves.
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mybodymychoice2
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:29:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bet she didn't even bother to read the book. I've read it twice over it's that good !!  So much great info. Thank you Dr. Mercola.
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dre9542
Joined On 7/11/2020 11:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is what they do. They bully you and try to ridicule you. This was an attempt to shot Dr. Mercola down.  Very typical!!!
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nor9483
Joined On 12/10/2014 7:56:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thought for today, never answer anyone stupid according to their stupidity, leastwise you make yourself their equal.
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katyaziz
Joined On 2/24/2019 11:54:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought that the PYzer vaccine that has recently been approved by the FDA (Comirnaty) is different from the shots everybody has been
receiving, ie PYzer applied for authorisation for two different vaccines. Indeed, I understood that they haven't even started to manufacture
the vaccine that has been approved. Meanwhile,  people are agreeing to have PYzer shots which they think have been approved, employers
are enforcing mandates because they think they are no longer emergency use only, and PYzer are laughing because they have kept hold of
the liability shield for the vaccine that is actually given.
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indoubt
Joined On 7/7/2021 10:30:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I knew it was bs is when I knew a lot of people who caught the lu in dec 2019 and Jan 2020 before the MSM had a chance to start
with the lies and fear. None of these people went to the hospital and they all got better naturally I didn't hear anybody dieing, I took advil and
cough medicine, it was the weakest lu I ever had other not being able to taste things
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cough medicine, it was the weakest lu I ever had other not being able to taste things
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bluesky17
Joined On 9/29/2011 8:09:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abusive CNN has accidentally done us a service:  Dr. Mercola generously provided a substantive, detailed reply to their email, a reply very
useful as a resource for us, his fans.  I would ask that that footnote 21 be added; it was omitted or dropped and is attached to 'servitude'.  I
agree of course, but would like to see what he used for that reference.  Thank you for your deYance, this web site, and your books, Dr.
Mercola.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lamestream media is bought and paid for by Big Pharma/Special Interests.  Thank you Dr. Mercola - the real Free Press!  Thanks Top
Posters for your intelligent comments.
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pammanda
Joined On 7/19/2008 2:57:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, much, Dr. Mercola! This kind of information is crucial for people to understand the media and their lack of objectivity and refusal to
remember that science is an ongoing, ever changing discovery. Divergent voices are needed or nothing changes, nothing new is learned.
 It's a shame that supposed journalists stoop to hit pieces instead of opening their minds like a true scientist does and only goes where the
actual, unbought, untampered science exists.
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hooray for Dr. Mercola!  His almost solitary beacon of truth and common sense needs our support and encouragement.  Hopefully, his
message will at some point breakthrough.
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NoseyMama
Joined On 2/17/2008 9:30:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep Yghting!!! So sorry they are silencing you this way and trying to ruin your reputation.  Unfortunately, you are aware this was planned
several years ago and all we can do now is PRAY.  God is in control.
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU DR. MERCOLA FOR YOUR COURAGE AND "HIGH ROAD" APPROACH TO THE NASTY AND UNETHICAL ATTACKS FROM THE
MEDIA AND OTHERS. WE ALL KNOW WHAT THEY'RE DOING SO YOUR SACRIFICE IS WELL-NOTED. THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA IN THIS
PANDEMIC WAS NEVER SO CLEAR AS WHEN WE SEE ATTACKS LIKE THIS FOR WHAT THEY ARE - PART OF THE "MACHINE" BUILT TO
PUSH VACCINES AND VIOLATE OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS (NOT "PRIVILEGES" BUT GOD-GIVEN RIGHTS) THAT GOVERNMENT WAS
CONTRACTED TO PROTECT.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, there are no Constitutional rights.  That type of "right" reminds me of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
opposite of Natural Rights.  Look up natural rights vs positive rights- the latter are made up or fantasy pseudo-rights. . . Legal
positivism is a major reason for our predicament.  It claims that laws of government are "equal" to laws of nature.
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No surprise here; there are a LOT of stories that the Communist Non-news Network seems to "miss" entirely, or mangles to Yt a narrative
other than the truth. Your efforts would be better-spent to go with actual conservative outlets who will at least listen to you. I recommend
Glenn Beck - radio commentator, founder of Blaze Media, author, etc. ) in particular. His platform is only the largest overall conservative
network in the world at the moment (including his news channel readership, radio audience, multiple best-seller book purchasers, public
speaking engagements, etc. But then, that's just my suggestion; feel free to waste time and effort with your obvious enemies. Sorry for the
sarcasm, but my patience is expired.
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Loisb333
Joined On 9/16/2021 10:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, You are a hero! Thank you for being a superspreader of courage and truth. You deserve a Nobel Prize for all you've done to help
save lives. How ironic that CNN (bought and paid for by BigPharma et al) has the audacity to accuse YOU of being proYt driven. Thank you
and may God bless you and keep you safe.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bearing false witness is wrong. A hit piece is hate.
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tennisjohn
Joined On 1/24/2011 2:05:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless and Thank you Dr Mercola
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angelenaorreygmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 3:37:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been obvious for years that mainstream media are just' talking heads'. Most don't have a brain attached it seems. Your handling of
this reporter was admirable Dr. M. Thank you. About 24 years ago I had a nasty lu that was diagnosed as being caused by the Hanta virus.
I'm wondering if that has given me an immunity to other viruses since I haven't been ill since except for the occasional cold. I have not had
the jab nor will I ever be getting it no matter how many mandates are imposed by our weak brained gov't here in ON.  Thanks everyone for
you great educational posts.
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supportcavucompanies
Joined On 9/16/2021 9:31:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was a mistake to remove your articles.  It "appears" as conceding to their claims.  I don't know what the threats were but that too should
be published.  Too many people depended upon your articles.
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IdeaGal
Joined On 1/20/2011 8:24:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bless you Dr. Mercola!  I have recently went through covid.  I am grateful beyond measure that I had been following your advice of
improving Vit. D levels over the last year and improving my health.  I am 62, over weight and have Hashimoto's.  I made it through in lying
colors in spite of commorbidities.  By the way, without help from local urgent care.  They refused to do anything except oddly enough offer
to give me the covid shot!?????  Why on earth would you give a vaccine to someone with an active case?  I went home contacted Frontline
Drs. got the necessary scripts for the protocol and bagan treatment that night when we found a pharmacy willing to Yll them.  CVS refused
to Yll the scripts as in their view we were using them "off label".  

I will never give them a dime as long as I live.  I suggest you all be careful where your $ goes also.  Why support those who would have no
mercy and let others suffer?  Shame on them!  I did note that as soon as I had taken my Yrst doses my condition began to stabilize.  At Yrst
dose my BP was 90/50, Heart rate 135, Blood oxygen was 89, and I had a fever of 102 (off the Urgent Care paperwork)  That night I got my
Yrst dose.  Next morning, about the same on the numbers, the following day blood ox came up to 91, Bp raised to 100/58, and heart rate
was 110.  I then began to steadily but slowly improve over the next two weeks,.  I did lose all sense of smell and most taste.  I hope this is
helpful to others.  Be smart and get help quick it makes a big difference!
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for telling us your chain of events and glad you came through this event. I've been debating whether to call Frontline Drs
to see if I can get scripts for "just in case" scenario. I have been following Dr. M's protocol for prevention plus I bought a nebulizer
along with all necessary items and have used it so I feel conYdent should I have an emergency need. God Bless!
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@IzzyKitty, I recently tried an order from indiamart.com to see if it works or if I would get scammed out of my money. I was able to
get 100 tablets of 12mg Iverfast ivermectin through there. It appears to be a site that connects you with lots of companies selling
the drugs you might want. I can't vouch for all of them, but amigoz-lifesciences and Rushi Shah came through for me. It took a while
to get them as they sat in Germany for a while, but after a couple of months they came. They are in the foil sealed packs without a
box. I suppose they could be fake in some way, but they appear correct. And since the drug is supposedly cheap to make, I Ygure it's
worth the chance. They didn't kill me when I took one, so that's good. Having stuff on hand seems the best bet in this day and age.
Have the nebulizer and hydrogen peroxide ready to go along with the other drugs you may need.
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2BlackDogs1
Joined On 2/26/2021 9:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent responses, Dr. Mercola. Of course, there was no story. The “journalist” would need to follow up by reading and understanding the
studies which would be too much work and quite possibly beyond her abilities. Thank you, truly thank you. You have been a beacon of light
in an extremely demoralizing time.
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dahinton
Joined On 1/1/2008 3:18:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you feel the tyranny now???
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arliej
Joined On 6/28/2007 11:17:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I congratulate you on your constant Yght to let people know the truth about the pandemic, I wish more people would pay attention!
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jschive
Joined On 2/5/2012 12:00:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN- Criminal Negligence News Your book is great! We know who you are...   thank you for telling the truth.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHEN SHE SAYS:  --->  (quote from above)  "You say in your book, "Common sense dictates that if the vaccines cannot prevent or reduce
infection and transmission, hospitalization, or death, then they cannot possibly end the pandemic." And that "There's no telling whether they
will ultimately prevent hospitalizations and deaths."     Can you please provide us with the source and support for your statements since the
CDC says vaccines are nearly 100% effective at preventing severe disease and death and greatly reduce infection."

I want to ask her for the CDC's documentation in fairness. Where and how did they get their information? Especially, since the timeframe of
the vaccine has really not given anyone any time to determine how effective it is.   ARRUGH!  I understand they want people vaccinated, and
I understand why people do not want to be vaccinated. As for me, I have multiple allergies and sensitivities and unusual drug side -effects
and my doctor says to me, "Not all people can take this shot."  -  THERE IS NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE for the CDC to say, unequivocally,
 ANYTHING deYnitive about this vaccine.  If you want to make it mandatory, which I DISAGREE with, at least study it for 15-20 years Yrst.
THIS is scary.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd even take 5-10 years!!  But not MONTHS!  Oh my word!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jen, their method for determining “effectiveness” was by measuring the amount of antibodies produced which is an EXTREMELY
dangerous assumption to make! They have been trying to make coronavirus vaccines for decades. All of them made strong
antibodies. None of them got FDA approval. They all failed due to ADE. We never even did the lab animal live-virus testing to rule out
potential ADE. All they did was check for side effects and measure the antibody response. They skipped over all of the safety
protocols to rule out short term and long term side effects and most of all ADE! Then they (Trump Administration) tells the world that
no steps were skipped in the testing.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bingo!
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is basically a media mugging by a  woman and her cameraman. I would suggest pre- rehearsed media defense strategies so that they
look bad instead otherwise they will do it again and use footage of them chasing you down so to speak as a moral victory. I would like to
see someone chase them down with a cameraman in tow and ask some pointed questions about their activities and have it aired on an
opposing channel. Two can play that game. Perhaps some decent questions can at least be asked as they run away.
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mac5629
Joined On 12/18/2020 6:54:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't like - don't watch CNN.  They are a joke and I'd be glad to tell them that face to face.   You do a fantastic job.   I've learned so much
from your blogs - as always - THANK YOU. -SUZANNE
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally AGREE!
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr M, Due to ‘Life’ I only continued your book last night; but I summed it all into 1 word, TRUTH. I am amazed that the machine has not done
you and the others on the most wanted list, in. TRUTH .... will set you free. kudos
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is truly evil what the media, the govt of mostly all countries are doing about this manmade virus.  They do not want people to get better.  
If they did, then the big tech companies wouldn't be silencing people.  People need to rise up and say NO!  These deranged and depraved
people are being led by Satan and follow Satan.  Woe to them
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ghann
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Randyfast, John Lennon summed it all up in one word: IMAGINE
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lennon, after saying that the Beatles were more famous than Jesus Christ, was shot six times
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I remember my son was just born when Lennon baby stuff came out - and his wind up giraffe played Imagine... I loved it!  Every time I
heard it I would imagine a better world...
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reporter for Cnn was bringing a sling shot to a gun battle.
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gman1000000
Joined On 10/29/2006 4:41:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for having the balls to stand between the general public and the "megalomaniacs" that want to control everything.
The fact that they come after you is proof that you poked the monster in the eye. Except, cowards that they are, they hide behind their mask
of legitimacy, and they "send in the clowns"; their robotic "minions" to attack. They are deYnitely expendable and a dime a dozen. And where
will those mindless reporters be in a few years? No one will remember them; not even their cruel masters. So much for a legacy.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for Dr. Mercola for blowing off CNN. Did anyone watch any of Trumps press conferences during the beginning of the pandemic? He
had one almost every day between noon and 5pm. NONE of the MSM aired his press conferences live.  Even Fox would cut his press
conferences short and/or break in and interrupt! They (CNN, MSNBC, CBS, ABC, etc....) would take little snippets from what he said and
spin it completely around and air it the NEXT DAY! The only news station that gave Trump full attention and respect was OAN. Well, Dr.
Mercola is a little smarter than Trump and knows when to keep his mouth shut (better than me!). I imagine that if a legitimate news group
asked him for an interview he would say yes. All CNN and the rest of the MSM do is spread lies, hatred, and discontent. They love upheaval,
destruction, and DEATH! Anyone that offers the public information to reduce upheaval, destruction, and death will get SMEARED just like
they did Trump!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true!  I stay the heck away from media, I don't need the mind games!
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm currently re-reading my copy of "The Drug Lords" by Tonda Bain, written in 1997. She describes the history of drugs and vaccines, along
with the history of the American Medical Association and numerous other organizations which we've grown to trust over the years. The
truth is slowly being known that these organizations and their efforts to push petro-chemicals and vaccines have a terrible, shaded past.
Pills and potions seldom work and ALWAYS produce numerous side-effects, many of which are deadly. Historically, vaccines have been
problematic and hundreds of thousands of deaths and millions of hospitalizations have occurred, which were denied or covered up.

Demonizing those who speak the truth is not new, as was evident with all the cancer industry exposers, like Dr. Max Gerson, Ralph Moss,
and many others. Our corrupt "diseasecare system", as reported from many sources is now the THIRD REASON FOR DEATH in the US.
Shocking as it may seem, many people still blindly take what ever pill, potion, or shot that's offered to them because they grew up with the
belief that doctors prevented and CURED sickness and disease. Sadly, this is no longer true, but the complete opposite. The "search for the
cure" is COMPLETE BS and for the last 20 years (or so) has evolved into the "search for another expensive treatment". I suggest everyone
get Dr. Mercola's book, "The Truth About COVID-19...." and share it with your friends in family. It's deYnitely a "MUST READ"!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ya know, when Gerson went up against the lobbysts for chemo and radiation, I couldn't believe (haha, at the time I was very naive)
they would choose that level of toxicity over natural!  Now I know all roads lead back to money, but how to teach other that too?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When USA was being formed Dr. Rush was scared witless about the possibility of doctors gaining a monopoly and wanted
something in the Constitution to block such a monopoly.  Too little and too late- the anti-federalists knew, correctly, that the
Constitution was a blank check on power.  duckduckgo.com
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steve.wiszpm.me
Joined On 4/20/2021 9:04:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola rocks!  I read his book and I'm following his recommendations and protocols including nebulizing and it works!  Truth will
prevail!  Thank you Dr. Mercola to you and your team!
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

is she is a "believer" why she is not wearing the mask?.  The math is simple -  the one who is persecuted is the one who is telling the truth

👍
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They all know masks don't work. They just promote the fear porn to bafe all the idiots that watch their channel.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Double standards and hypocrisy, and  nothing more... same behaviour towards the rest of the world - Yghting for "human rights" in
other countries while depriving own citizens of one...  posing questionable values on others - "if you are not like us there is
something wrong with you" ...  honestly, I am not surprised and already tired from this "circus on a little wheels" with clowns at the
power.  "News" needs to be watched through the mirror relection while chacking provided references in order to see the truth
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If masks worked, why don't we have a choice between mask or vax ... so dumb!
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wearing a mask is as effective as putting chicken wire over your windows to keep mosquitoes out. Makes as much sense as putting
screen doors on submarines.  How naive most folks are...sad and hilarious at the same time.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who did not understand my initial comment - I was sarcastic.  Please stop proving the obvious, enough to compare size of
the virus vs holes in the masks.  Plus I am a nose breather, my mouth always closed.  Masks are for those who yap a lot, and should
be worn by the same even without any pandemic 

👍
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drkatiez
Joined On 1/12/2021 7:34:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you again Dr. Mercola, you are a light in all of the darkness and continue to give me conYdence to not stop Yghting!
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bsgivens
Joined On 6/15/2013 7:28:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article! Thank you for showing us the real truth Dr. Mercola!  I have your book and believe that we just have to keep trying to spread
the TRUTH!  I keep asking...what, can we as the people, actually DO about all of this censorship, mandates, lies, and corruptness?At this
point I have just handed it over to God.  I believe HE is the only one that can stop this evilness! We see all of this going on and I just feel so
helpless.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before I go through the rest of the article; "Dark Money" is what is taking down this society! The oligarch's money is what controls
EVERYTHING in this world! How many "fact checkers" do we have now? 20 - 30 - more?
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, the showmasters control the money supply. The only remedy lies in establishing a parallel society with its own currency; I
am quite optimistic that most soldiers and policemen would change sides, if they can see the light at the end of the tunnel: they
either obey and get buried under one of the forthcoming "waves" (aka. poisoning), or choose sides more prudently.
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peyrouteaugmail.com
Joined On 9/16/2021 5:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding comment about obesity, Vitamin D and metabolic dysfunction, read Richard Horton, editor of The Lancet at
www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2820%2932000-6..  So often, information  is perfectly acceptable as long as it
comes from a so-called mainstream author like Horton (although I dont see the mainstream press giving much airtime to this particular
article of Hortons) but if Mercola says pretty much the same thing (eg those who die of Covid-19 are really dying of extreme ill health
caused mostly by poor nutrition) it is denigrated. As usual Mercola is able to answer rationally and in full. Thank you
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The JOhn O'Looney conversation is staggering and horribly accurate in the prognoses. This whole nightmare is a process of breaking out
hearts and ruining our hopes every single day.
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lil6695
Joined On 2/21/2016 9:26:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless you, Dr Mercola! You are saving lives every day! Thank you from all humanity for being our guardian angel.
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mbr66698
Joined On 9/12/2021 7:42:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN has no credibility with most people. I don’t know how they get away with spreading their evil.  Hope they all got vaccinated…. We all
know what’s coming for them.  However they will push the jab but probably not take it themselves or get a fake jab.  They think they are the
elite. They will go down one day.
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As stated in Mercolas article dated Sept-16-21... If so, to which organization? Are you concerned this book will cost people their lives?  <
---- With the mess many leaders (them 100 companies / individuals) have made of this planet.  Discrepancies, deception (by omission also),
Drug & procedure class actions. Issues blanket immunity,  pass laws to force compliance into the government run drug cartel.  We'll take
our chances reading the Mercolas book. Medicine has it's place in society. Less the part that drives most of this. You know the... "Only a
drug can prevent or cure'' mentality that is a big factor in fueling the paths taken by the medical Yeld.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN's Randi Kaye represents the worst of the "Trusted News Initiative" people. Never in my lifetime (I'm 67) have I seen the type of thing we
were warned about when I was growing up in the "cold war" era: that the USSR block and its conscripted satellite countries were the
epitomy of propaganda and misinformation re: how life is to be lived to beneYt "the greatest number". It's happening again to bolster the
agenda of the C19 vax juggernaut. Kaye is the media arm of that iceberg. The other players include Fauci of NIH and his allies: Boss Collins
at NIH, Daczak of EcoHealth Alliance abetting Wuhan's GoF agenda, the CDC, nearly every State Health Dept in the US, the arrogant Peter
Hotez of the Salk Inst, etc., etc, etc.
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DaveEboy
Joined On 4/29/2021 2:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "sponsored by monsters"media don't deal in publishing truth, they only sell more papers and get bigger TV ratings by peddling
outrageous claims against innocent individuals and/or groups. This has become a type of WW3..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, provide an example.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Chris Cole.  The video is important . Chris ,please  stay strong and stay well. Cheers.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's always about $$. CNN is bought and paid for.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, it has never been about money. The monsters can print money and distribute it among themselves at the taxpayer's expense.
This is about control and genocide.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please say no to the vaccine for domestic air travel and sign this petition: standforhealthfreedom.com/.../vaccine-mandates-wont-ly
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a mess... Petitions and demonstrations have never achieved anything, but petitions serve well as databases for the
non-compliant... FYI, in a few other countries, the it is the "vaccinated" who are banned from lying.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Astonished, I wish I could say what I really think, but you nailed it my friend.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in the United States, we are uniquely set up for the Rich and Powerful (top 1% of the top 1%) to take advantage and manufacture a
political polarization that helps keep the Rich and Powerful rich and powerful and able to manipulate public opinion more e{ciently.  We
have a two-party system that tends towards ideological opposites.  We have multiple mainstream media outlets that also tend towards
ideological opposites.  If you watch these outlets a lot, you will Ynd commentators that want you to believe that all Republicans are racists
or, conversely all Democrats are communists depending on your viewing preferences.  

In fairness, I should add that some commentators are permitted to point out this problem, but they seem to be the exception.  I've noticed
that FOX News is allowed to interview medical experts, doctors, and scientists who have a good understanding of the medical risks from
the vaccines.  However, this information is used to turn viewer opinion against all vaccinated and increase polarization by politicizing
medical issues.  It also encourages unvaccinated to become viewers of FOX News so that they can be politically polarized more e{ciently.
 Pray for peace and harmony in our country if you're so inclined.  It can't hurt.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watch Fox news. To my DISLIKING, they have never criticized vaccines or the so called Covid-19 vaccine. The fact that they call it a
Covid-19 vaccine should be the Yrst clue that this whole thing is a fraud. Covid-19 is the illness that comes after being infected with
the Sars-Cov-2 virus. So to be a vaccine it needs to protect you from Sars-Cov-2. It does not do that. This so called "VACCINE" only
reduces the symptoms of Covid-19. That's what PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS DO! They  treat the SYMPTOMS. So, these aren't even
vaccines. They are pharmaceutical drugs or gene therapies.
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JCT: Why vaccines are unnecessary and dangerous: Dr. Mercola's answer was persuasive but long. I'd have said: Unnecessary: WHO
compared Covid 3.4% CFR Apple to Flu .1% IFR Orange  ...Hyping Covid Mortality Hundredfold! It's not 34 times worse, it's a third as bad as
the Flu CFR. Dangerous: Spikes on the bloodstream walls cause clots. www.amazon.com/.../b09dfgld8d  is my new Amazon book, Covid
Mortality Hyped Hundredfold on our Federal Court case against lockdown. See his articles at my http://SmartestMan.Ca/mercola  page
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Well done!  I'm sharing your link!
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"it's a third as bad as the Flu". I'm betting that most of the symptomatic Covid-19 cases were actually the FLU. I know 2 people
already that had lu-like symptoms and got tested for Covid-19 and tested positive. They were sent home to quarantine for 2 weeks
and bring back a negative test. I convinced them to get tested for the FLU. Both of them tested positive for the Flu. They got
prescribed some lu meds and in 3 days saw dramatic improvements.

The moral of my story is anyone can die from any infection when you don’t treat the infection. People used to die from the lu all the
time, but we have meds to prevent these deaths. Sending symptomatic Covid-19 people home to quarantine for 14 days with no
medication is premeditated murder. In S. Korea if you show symptoms or test positive you are hospitalized for 3 days minimum. It is
mandatory!

They prescribe you Hydroxychloriquine, Zinc, Zithromax (Z-Pak), and an HIV antiviral med. If in 3 days your symptoms improve or you
never show any symptoms you are sent home to quarantine until you test negative and have no symptoms. Their death rate from
Covid-19 is a FRACTION of the USA’s. They’ve had no lockdowns. They have also had one of the slowest vaccine rollouts on the
planet. They didn’t close/shut down any of the public schools or businesses.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't even have to read it - I already know two people that died from it.  That's convincing enough for me.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice username... Is it a numeric tattoo or a barcode?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We just had a man my age die here 2 days after his 2nd dose... good thing he would have to be 2 weeks out from his death for it to
be counted as a covid death... wouldn't want those vax deaths any higher.  Ugh...
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kennethmangum
Joined On 8/30/2021 10:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These two following statements make no sense for supporting your criticism of vaccines:      "[R]esearchers in Israel report that fully
vaccinated persons are up to 13 times more likely to get infected than those who have had a natural COVID infection." ...The study "found in
two analyses that people who were vaccinated in January and February were, in June, July and the Yrst half of August, six to 13 times more
likely to get infected than unvaccinated people who were previously infected with the coronavirus."

For these two observations to have meaning, you have to argue that getting the disease, and thus being more protected from reinfection, is
preferable to getting vaccinated.  But since people who are vaccinated have a tiny risk of hospitalization or death when later infected, and
unvaccinated people who catch Covid 19 have a much higher risk of hospitalization and death, you are preferring to have more rather than
fewer people die.  That makes no sense. Why make arguments (that sound alarming) about undisputed facts if the arguments are not
supportive of preventing serious illnesses and death?
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yishi
Joined On 12/5/2007 6:09:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"unvaccinated people who catch Covid 19 have a much higher risk of hospitalization and death" - how did you come up with that?
 kVery few people die of Covid and most of them have comorbidities and they are elderly.  Not a high percentage of people.
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victore
Joined On 3/13/2011 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The video in this report is quite damaging to Dr. Mercola and I feel should not be posted without some answers as to why you would not
speak to the CNN reporter. It makes it look like you are running away from responsibility. Most of the things that you are saying are easy to
prove, so there should be a reply to the all the CNN "mis-information".
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warriormom
Joined On 10/2/2008 3:08:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who has ever been interviewed for anything knows why Dr. Mercola won't and shouldn't do an interview. They manipulate the
answers, they edit your responses to Yt the narrative they have already established before the interview even takes place! Many
years ago my husband was interviewed for a popular national magazine article on successful entrepreneurs.  I listened to the entire
questioning by the reporter.  I heard my husband's answers to those questions.  When the article was printed, ( no one let him see
beforehand) there were numerous inaccuracies and just downright lies printed. They had their agenda and by God they were going to
Yll it! Don't  you see that's what CNN and NPR do everyday? It was sickening and disappointing but a real awareness occurred that
now allows me to see through the biases and realize, " it's all just narrative. " So that's why....who wants to be vulnerable when the
deck is stacked and there will be no accountability for the truth?
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